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Washington, D. ('., Oct. 26. Contributions totalling $331,030.20 and
expenditures of f558,S11.25 in the republican presidential fund were disclosed in the financial statement of.
the republican national committee
filed today with th" clerk of tue
house of representatives.
Charles P. Taft, brother of the
president, appeared as the largest
contributor. The report shows th
he gave $50,000 in two $25,000 contributions to thi New York heudquarters
and $6,000 to the Chicago ""headquarters, making a total of $56,000.
Francis L. Lelnnd of New York,
was second with one $20,000 contribution and another of $;),000, both to
the New York headquarters. The
third largest contributor was Andrew
Carnegie, with one $25,000 contribution and an additional one of $10,000.
J. P. Morgan & Co. is credited with
contributing $25,000; G. orKe V. Bak
er of New York, flO.iiOO; William Nelson Cromwell $10,00i, and Harry M.
Moore of Chicago $10,000.
Former Senator Albert J. Beverldge
of Indiana, before the Clupp commit- tee today corroborated other testi-- j
mony that, in his 11104 campaign fori
the senate he received $o0,000 from
George W. Perkins, $25,000 from Ed-

-
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AS THEY ENTER TOWN AFTER TOWN
London, Oct. 26. The Balkan allies
up to the present have had all the
best of the fiahtina in their war
afjainst the Turks, so far as can be
gathered from the official reports, the
majority of which come from Balkan

be advancing along the whole front
and a dispatch to the government
from Orban Mir. says the Turks are
retreating in panic while the civilian
population is fleeing toward Constan-
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Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 20. Francis-- i
presl-lanco de la Harra,
speaking in the senate at a late
hour last night in connection with
the trial of Felix Diaz said be had always stood for justice while occupy
ing the presidential office and would
d

from which the republic has suffered
which has caused this year's
think that peace will be re- volts.
established very soon in Mexico, be-

cause in all of the national territory
only small bodies of bandits are left
which will soon be subdued."
continue to maintain the same attiEfforts to save Diaz's life are being
tude as senator. 11a made a plea for continued by men of high standing in
a full investigation into the revolu- Mexico. The supreme court today intionary movement led by Diaz and structed the judge at Vera Cruz to inwarned the ..country against a snap sist on the suspension of the sentence
judgment."
pronounced by the court martial on
No news as to the decision of the Diaz.
court martial trying Felix Diaz at Vera
Eighteen prisoners faced the court
Cruz had been received in the capital martial at Vera Cruz which began its
session yesterday evening, with Genup to half past two this morning.
Washington, D. ('., Oct. 23. Navy eral Davila presiding. Felix Diaz sat
and state department officials were in the center of the group and aprepuzzled today over last night's
peared entirely composed, according
ports of a wireless message from the to a special dispatch received here
cruiser Des Moines at. Vera Cruz, in- today, in his declarations to the court
tercepted at San Diego, Calif., and he said: "I am the only one responsiaddressed to Washington, containing) ble for the movement. I have known
the words: "Badly in need of protec- Colonel Jose Diaz Ordaz for many
tion."
years and I won him over to my side.
The full text of the message was The other officers did not even know
not reported and some uneasiness was the place to which they were being
I had no accomplice since
felt. No message whatever had been taken.
received from the Des Moines last there was no time to make preparations for my movement."
night or early today.
The state department lias made the.
Of the 24 prisoners likely to suf-iV-r
usual inquiries of Mexico regarding
deriih for their share in the rebelthe expulsion of Dunn and Caracristi, lion, ttiirK.n are commissioned offtwo Americans, put out of the coun- icers Kiid tiie other sergeants.
try under article 83 of the Mexican
When not in court Diaz is detained
constitution.
?.i the municipal palace at Vera Cruz.
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 26. Felix
Pioiilciit Madero refused to ac- Diaz, captured leader of the rebellion cede to the. demand of the senate that
against the Madero government of he should send cabinet ministers to
all responsibility make a report regarding the rebellion
Mexico, assumed
for the uprising in a statement made at Vera Cruz and the military trial of
at his, trial by court, martial at Vera General Diaz. In his reply to the senCruz.
ate, which was delivered after midNew York, Oct. 26. In a telegram night, he advised the senators to send
from Mexico City published here to- a committee to obtain the informaday President Madero predicts that tion they desired. The senate afterthe collapse of the Diaz revolution ward adjourned without taking any
will mean the rapid establishment of action.
peace throughout Mexico. The messReports reaching here from various
age says:
parts of the country say that the ad"I consider the failure of Felix Diaz herents of Zapata and Orozco con- to be the last effort of the reaction tinue to display activity.

The village o Kotchavi was cap
tured by the Bulgarians yesterday
after severe fighting at the point of
bayonet.
ward B. McLean and $2,500 from
London, Oct. 2C The Servian lePincliot. Mr. Perkins had testifgation in London has received an offied he gave Beverldge $10,000 which
HON. MARCOS C. DE BACA.
icial account of the fighting at Kuma
was returned.
nova from which it appears that durCandidate for member of congress from New Mexico, running on the
Beveridge testified that he received
ing a drizzling rain aud heavy fogv on
reled
who
one
the
is
of the plain people
progressive ticket. Mr. de Baca
Wednesday the Turkish troops ad- bellion against the boss rule of Epimenio A. Miera in Sandova! county. He one draft of $10,000 and two certificates of deposit for $10,000 each from
vanced on the Servian position Ave was
elected to the house of representatives in the first state legislature
miles from Kumauova.
Heavy fight- where he made a fine record for efficiency and honesty. He stands before Perkins, but could not remember
whether the three remittances were
ing lasted thoughout the afternoon.
government, honest taxation, hon- sent together or separately.
BeverThe Servians finally stayed the Turk- the people of the state today for honest
est business and a square deal for the common citizen. If elected to conish onslaught.
ldge said he returned all of the mondo
voice
will
vote
and
as
as
far
his
it,
The battle was resumed Thursday gress he promises to carry into effect,
ey on the day after election.
of the nation and of its people irMr. Beveridge said no other funds
morning, the Servians this time tak- every . measure for the betterment
the respective of who presents the bill or urges the change, so long a 3 it is were furnished him by Mr. Perkins.
ing the offensive and attacking
contria
those
without
his
dollar, except
campaign
Turkish troops, who had entrenched RIGHT. He is making
"Did he give you any money to finance
themselves.
After an artillery duel buted by his friends and if he is elected, he will be elected by a people's the Indianapolis Star?" asked Senator
a mineral advance was ordered by vote not by a machine.
Pomerene.
HERE IS WHAT LA FOLLETTE SAYS.
the Servian commander at G o'clock.
"Sir?" exclaimed the witness leanEau Claire,
The ground over which the Servian
is., Oct. 26. Senator La Follette in an address here and
ing forward.
troops had to advance was open and at Chippewa Falls last night, said he would not vote for any presidential
Senator Pomerene
repeated the
the infantrymen were exposed to a candidate. He referred to personal interviews with Roosevelt and Taft
question.
sweeping fire.
Finally, at the point and said both had asked him for help and suggestions. He said Woodrow
"No, I know absolutely nothing of
ot the bayonet, they drove out the Ot- Wilson Is a progressive and had been a progressive governor in New Jerof that kind," answered Mr.
anything
toman troops.
but
his
would
be
hands
that
"tied up" by the democrats if he became
sey
Beveridge,
Sofia, Oct. 26. A portion of the president.
"My information is," said Senator!
town of Adrianople has been set on
Pomerene, "that Mr. Perkins supplied
fire by Bulgarian artillery, according
to private dispatches received here.
through you $260,000 to finance the
The Bulgarian troops have taken
Indianapolis Star."
Mr. Beveridge said he had never
the outlying forts of Maras, Havaras
heard of any transaction of that kind.
and Sufilar, lying to the north and
H. C. Frick, the Pittsburg steel magnortheast of this city, and also have
nate, made two contributions of $1000
captured a railroad station in the extreme outskirts of the town. EightMiss Katherlmv Eikins, of
each.
een hundred prisoners have fallen inElkins, W. Va., contributed $25, wUi.'e
to their hands.
Mrs. Myron T. Herrick, wife of AmThe SCO prisoners who arrived here
bassador Herrick, is recorded as conyesterday from Mustapha Pasha were
tributing $17.50. Mrs. L. Anderson, of
captured in some of the smaller towns
Broownline, Mass., appears as giving
taken by the Bulgarians. Absence of
Mrs. Marshall Field, of Chi$1000.
mous.
Turkish officers among the prisoners
cago, $250, and Mrs. R. C. Kerns, $500.
The Montenegrin generals report captured at
is much COLONEL ROOSEVELT
WALKS
OUT PRESIDENT TAFT DELIVERS ADDRESS
A group of contributors from Honothe capture of further towns in the commented on, as the first reports
lulu sent $9250.
Among other large
district of Novipzar and the taking of were that the whole garrison had been
DOORS
FOR
TIME
OF
FIRST
AT POLISH COLLEGE
DEDICATION
were George Rustis, of Washgivers
a town near Tarakosch, from which taken.
ington, $15000 ; A. Lewisohn & Son, of
SINCE HE WAS SHOT BUT
STILL
NEW
AND WELCOMES
CITIZENS
Servia, Oct. 26. The
Vranaya,
they can throw shells into the fortress
New York, $2500; W. A. Marburg, of
of Scutari.
Turks are reported to have abandoned
IS QUITE WEAK
TO AMERICA
$2500; Arthur C. James, of PROCLAMATION BY
Baltimore,
violations thereof have been commitTarakosch is being attacked from their stronghold at Uskup in. order to
New York, $5000; A. B. Juillard &
THE GOVERNOR. ted, to detect the same and to obtain
three sides with 62 field guns, accord- concentrate further to the south. It
of New York, $5000; Edwin
Company,
the evidence necessary for the conOyster Bay, Oct. 26. For. the first
ing to a special dispatch from Antl-var- l. is believed they have entrenched
Cambridge Springs, IJa., Oct. 2C
Gould, of New York, $5000; Senator
WHEREAS, the Constitution of Nev viction of the offenders, to the end
The Greek troops now control themselves in the hills to the south time since his return to Oyster Bay President Taft came to Cambridge Murphy, of New Jersey, $2500; J. W.
the two main roads leading from the of town, which would give them a Colonel Roosevelt went out of doors Springs today and delivered an ad Seligman & Company, of New York, Mexico especially enjoins upon the that all such violations may be punin the manner provided by law.
Greek frontier and they are advanc- - great advantage owing to the nature today. It was a warm, sunny day and dress at the dedication of the Polish $5000; F, Q. Brown, of New York, governor of this state the duty to ished
Corrupt and dishonest methods that
the colonel was impatient to be out. college here. He said:
care
take
be
laws
the
that
ing toward the Turkish fortresses of of the ground.
faithfullyl
of
$5000; George Lauder,
Pittsburg,
give one man an undue and unfair
"We are met today to dedicate a $5000; William Whitman, of Boston, executed;
London, Oct.- 20. The Turkish He walked half way down the hill,
Saloniki, six hundred Turkish prisonover another must and
advantage
achas
a
arrivhave
ers taken by the Greeks
army
gained
great victory,
AND WHEREAS, the Legislature of shall be
saying that he felt "bully." When he college founded by, and to be con- $2500; Mittleton Burril, of New York,
or punished.
prevented
ed at Larissa on their way to Greece.
cording to a news agency dispatch began to climb up again however, ducted under the auspices of the $2500; Senator Wetmore, of Rhode this state at its first session enacted
Done at the Executive Office this
from
26.
which
the
The
Oct.
so
a
was
CorAlliance.
law
Polish
not
as
it
found
"An
Constantinople
National
Sep
This
says
he
to
Act
entitled
Servia,
that
Prevent
expres- Island, $2500.
Vranya,
easy
26th day of October, A. D- 1912. Witannouncement
was
field official
issued he thought, for lie was still weak.
sion on the. part of the Poles of the
vian, troops captured fifty-fiv- e
Of the total contributions $92,811 rupt Practices in Connection With E- ness my hand and the Great Seal of
at
5:40 this evening. No details
The colonel's chauffeur returned to United States, of a desire to perpetu- was received at the Chicago head- lections," approved June 11, 1912;
guns and six mountain guns when there
the State of New Mexico.
AND WHEREAS, by said law the
w. c. Mcdonald,
they took the city of Kumanova from are given as to the time or place.
Sagamore Hill after a trip to the vil- ate in this the land of their adoption quarters. The balance received at the
Berlin, Oct. 26. Very severe fight lage with dozens of packages which the highest institution of learning, for New York headquarters, showed that following acts are made crimes, and
the Turks. At Sienitza they took thir- Governor.
(SEAL)
teen field guns and nine mortars.
ing took place yesterday both to- the half filled the automobile. They were the purpose of furnishing to their edu- $2,777.79
had
been
received in are not only made punishable by Attested:
Oct. 2C The east and west of .Adrianople, says a birthday presents for the colonel cated youth, an opportunity for the amounts of less than $20. The names heavy fines and imprisonment, but by
ANTONIO LUCERO,
Belgrade, Servia,
Turkish stronghold of Uskup is re- - special dispatch from Adrianople." 'The which had come from many parts of study of the language, the literature of these contributors were not in- disqualifying persons guilty thereof
Secretary of State.
ported in a telegram which reached losses suffered by the Turkish and the country and a few of them from and the history of Poland, presents cluded in the 1200 in the report. Sev- from voting, serving on juries and
any public office,
private persons today to have been Bulgarian troops were heavy. No ma- abroad. Colonel Roosevelt will be 54 an interesting phase of the settlement eral names represented contributions holding
1.
To give or lend or to promise to SHE CRANKED AUTO
taken by the allied Servian and Bul- terial change in the positions of the years old tomorrow.
of this by immigrants from the Euro- of organizations.
BUT FORGOT CLUTCH.
give, lend or procure any money orj
two armies occurred as a result of
garian armies.
pean countries.
George R. Sheldon, the treasurer, other valuable consideration or any Denver, Colo., Oct. 26. Guy Kellen,
MARSHALL IN IDAHO.
The Bulgarian army is reported to the fighting.
"If such an institution as we are was himself credited with giving office or
n
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 2G. Governor
employment to or for any; 17, delivery boy for a printing
in order to induce any voter to pany, was thrown from his
Thomas R. Marshall arrived here now welcoming into lite were to have $J7.,0.7S. "as treasurer" and $5000
and
bicycle
iso-effect of separating into an
dividually. An aggregate of less than vcte for or against any candidate at dragged several feet under a driver- early today on his speaking tour of lated
RANCHER KILLS FAMILY.
community the Poles who come$io,ooo was recorded under separate any election.
DEVIL TEMPTED
the northwest and spent the morning
less automobile at Fifteenth and Cam-p- a
2. To receive or agree to receive,
Paonia, Colo., Oct. 26. C. G. Fox, iu consulation with democratic lead- to this country, or preventing them contributions such as "cash" and
streets early today. The car beAND I FELL IS
from
or accept any money or other valuable
learning (the English language, friend."
aged 42 years, a rancher living three ers of Idaho and Washington. He will or
to Mrs. H. B. Osborn, who had
longed
theii. interest in the polit-The largest aggregate expendi-ica- l consideration, office or employment
PLEA OF TEARS miles northwest of here today shot speak at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, this reducing
to throw off the clutch
neglected
!
mini-of
life
the
or
United
for
or
one's
States,
self,
tures
the
other
any
person when she
report is $79,1S:U7
given by
and killed his 6 year old daughter, 4 afternoon, returning here tonight.
out to crank the
stepped
in
of
sense
their
to
the
consideration that any voter shall
musing
for advertising to the American
loyalty
WAS IT A TAFT TRICK 7
machine. The automobile in its wild
Greenville, S. C, Oct. 26. Rev. year old son and 14 months old baby
vcte
or
from
and
or
the
their
refrain
of
for
country
of
elation
voting
is
he
foreign
newspapers.
and killed himself, it
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 26. Taking adoDtion.
dash along the street carried Mrs.
it. miirht hp nnpstinnurl
Thurston U. Vaughn, charged with committed the deed in a supposed
rrim
thpn V
against any candidate.
l,...a tt.nt oi mn
fit of insan- cognizance of what is said to be the
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T
two little boys.
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To
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cause
who
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of
us
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to
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hurt.
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be
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to
or
for
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paid
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any
use,
The
found
was
Mrs.
who
an
guilty.
home
returned
jury
hour "deliver" the Taft vote in California
Fox,
today
of any person with the intention that
the country at largeij 8hould encourage
This after the shooting. Mrs. Fox is
Advertising
figures
prominently such
made no recommendations.
MINER RUNS AMUCK.
to Wilson, the democratic presiden- - this effort. but
money shall be used to bribe
no
such
fortunately
throughout the statement of
means that Vaughn will be sentenced
tial nominee, Roosevelt supporters
voters.
Kellonn.
motive
Matin. Ort 26. After
actuates
the
iiniUing
4. To use any force or threaten to taMv .hnBti
to death.
suea a iormai siuiemeni nere toaay movement, the
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consummation
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shows
Union
the
that
report
The assault was made last May at
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 26. Helmic, the declaring that Taft had been deliber- - which we dedicate today.
on a
while
was
sociated
arrest
Press
constable,
the
$2247.50;
resisting
paid
Odd
Fellows
home
5
or
Carolina
voter
other
to
the South
induce
year old daughter of Mrs. Elmer ately betrayed and sacrificed in Caliperson
i am one or tnose wno believe Amer can Press Association 81110.50:! any
charge of threats to kill his wife and
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u
where Vaughn was superintendent Stonewell, of this city, was probably fornia and that the charges of fraud thnt Amorlo . , rcolv Wfo- - !
vor
voie Tor or children, Isaac
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Peterson, a miner, was
AiuenuHu
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papers against any candidate
Today Vaughn confessed that he had fatally burned today when Harry and chicanery lodged against the present condition ami will have still 0f Chicago
$4080.77; The Nash com-- j
5. To vote or attempt to vote un- taken late last night by a posse after
mistreated two others in addition to Riiski, a playmate caught her and progressives after the Taft electors o- i mo iwvui v, vb-- j uauy, oi
ioi k. Uuii: lor Hie der any name other than the voter's a pitched battle In the center ef tbe
threw her into a bonfire.
those mentioned in the indictment.
were eliminated from the ballot by cause of u,uui.uR;
the infusion into our body, atrial agencies $40,000 each.
own, or to vote or attempt to vote town in which more than fifty shots
Vaughn's confession brought his
the supreme court were an insult to political and social, of the sturdy peaswere fired.
was
The
shows
that
more than once at any election.
$13,0(10
report
trial to a sensational close. There x
X $ X the republican voters of the state. antry and the better educated classes paid on a 16an from the Mechanics
When the officers entered the house
S
$
6. For any corporation or any of$:x
formthe
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no
that
had been
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X The statement is signed by Daniel A. who have come to us from the nations and Metals National hanb of New ficer thereof or
where
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any
er clergyman would confess.
BRAZILIANS. X Ryan, chairman of the republican of Europe."
York. For transportation the South- - ploying labor to discharge or threat- - found him unconscious from a bullet
"I have acted devilishly, I have X
TODAY.
X state committee. Meyer A. Lissner,
cm Pacific company was paid $5020 en to discharge any employee on ac wound that physicians say will prove
acted shamefully," began Vaughn.
X
com- XXX'XXXXX-fX11:30 o'clock tonight, commit- - SS national progressive executive
X and the New York Central $2100.
count of his political opinions, or by fatal.
I
me
and have X tee meets Brazilians and Colonel SS mitteeman, Chester H. Rowell, pro- - X BRAZIL AND U. S. COMPARED. X
"The devil tempted
corrupt means to procure or attempt!
One
was
in
York
New
photographer
fallen," he exclaimed in his plea to X Collier at Santa Fe depot.
X gressive committeeman for California, X
United States, population, 91,-paid $7C05 for professional work. Thelt0 procure or Induce any employee to1 BIG CEMENT PLANT
the jury, while judge, Jurors and spec- X
900,000.
TOMORROW.
X and John E. Statson, president of the
V report shows that $1300 was sent tovcte or refrain from voting for or
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HANDS.
tators wept.
X
12:30 a. m., Sunday, motor trip, X Roosevelt progressive league of Cali X
Brazil, population, 19,900,000
Kansas to defrav the exnense of the agamst any candidate.
X
X returning at 1:15 p. m.
United
AND
recX fornia. It sets forth in detail the
States, area, square V litigation over the electors.
WHEREAS,
every considera
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 26. Upon ap,
,
,.
X
1:30 p. m., luncheon at Palace X ord of events culminating In the elim-mes, 3,616,484.
WOMAN LOST IN WOODS.
e'"- - plication of the Commerce Trust comTo the republican state committee, "on
X
Brazil. area, square miles,
X hotel.
X ination of Taft electors from the Caliof New York. UO.flon .... .riven to tion8 "ha" be absolutely free from pany, of Kansas City, Frank Travis,
and untrameled by corrupting Influen
Orr, Minn., Oct. 26. Mrs. Peter X , 3 p. m., Band concert, Portu- - X fornia ballot, and declares that while X 218,130.
H. B. French, of the Taft and Sherman j
X
ces and that the individual voter shall of lola, today was appointed receiver
Brazil, It is seen, has but one- - X
X Charles D. Hilles, Taft's manager,
Drift, wife of a. trapper, is lost in the X guese airs, in plaza.
in
Ceclub,
$2000.
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printing
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she will freeze to death.
nominating petition for the Taft elec- X there is room for many more X among them $7000 to the Globe Print- from bosses or others; Now, there- - largest plant in Kansas, by Judge PolMrs. Drift, with her husband, was X (with Brazilian party), subject: X tors, they refused to . do so. The X
New
of
St.
Louis.
The
ing
company,
millions of neonle.
v
fore, I, William C. McDonald, Governor! lack, in the federal court in Kansas
X reason assigned for the efforts of the X.
canoeing yesterday when she ex- X "Brazil." Illustrated.
- X:York Times company was paid $5000
The
of the State of New Mexico, do here- - City, Kansas. The company's plant
of
PorBrazil
is
language,
pressed a wish to land. After waiting X Admission by tickets furnish X Taft leaders to induce Taft republi- X tuguese; its government is by a X for rent- by direct all officers of this state to near lola' Kansas, was eiosed about
X
for
of
searched
members
Santa
her
Fe Chamber X cans to vote tor Wilson is the desire X federal union of
an hour the husband
by
The &reat DUlk of the report was use the utmost diligence at the ap-- l nree months ago. The company was
re- - S
v
twenty
states,
X
and found where she had discarded X of Commerce.
X publican and representative.
election to prevent all organized largely by Kansas City men
X made up of hundreds of items of less proaching
X X X X X XX X X X X X
her blankets.
(Continued on page four).
t,lan $500 for traveling expenses. violations of this law, and where ' nd capitalized at $1,500,000.
sources. According to these they are
dipushing their advantage in every
rection.
The Bulgarians since their victory
have been perfecting
at
their lines of investment around the
fcrtified city of Adrianople. They
have taken positions to the north, the
northwest and the southwest of the
city and are now busy strengthening
their lines to the northeast. Some of
the shells they have thrown into the
city have, it is reported, caused serious fires.
At the same time the Bulgarian
eastern army is moving to the southeast along the Bosphorus road toward
Bunahrissar.
One brigade is reported to have
reached the city of Visa from which
it may threaten the Turkish second
line of defense at Lule Bergas and also
the communication between Adrianople and Constantinople.
Military experts here consider this
movement of the Bulgarians a daring
and perilous adventure, leaving opportunities for counter strokes which
the Turkish generals are not likely to
overlook.
The Servians, assisted in the south
by the Bulgarians, have obtained possession of the Turkish wagon road
skirting the frontier from the town of
Novipazar to Kumanova, while in the
vicinity of Uskup and other places
further north they are approaching
"
the railroad.
The fighting In the western' war
area is of the hardest kind, all along
the lines and the losses sustained by
both armies must have been enor-
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PACE TWO

NINE CENTURIES OF SYTLES.

HANDS CRACKING

The Little Store

GROCERY CO.
.1800

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

L18JO.

1880

RETAIL
wis ?

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For
ALFALFA

All kinds

SEED.

INTERNATIONAL

of flowers, garden

&

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

t

C8E v

s

STOCK FOOD.

'

S

45

BY NflN O'NIEL.

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

Money andFuel Saver

A

Xa

'for 36 Hours
Now
Attention.
Without
to
is the time
call and
Selection
our
MjKf
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
take

pleasure in
to you
Demonstrating
the advantages to be had
in Purchasing a Coles.
will

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND

FOR HARD COAL
Mica doors

are extra large fitted

YOU'LL BE GLAD

In re-

cessed Krooves. perfect Bt.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone

motor in the pipe organ.
book review of "My Novel," by
After that comes Thanksgiving and
45
then the Christmas bazaars and beThe Woman's Board of Trade will
fore you know it you'll be planning hold its
THE SOCIAL CALENDAR.
regular meeting Monday af
ternoon at 2:M o'clock in the Libra-The social calendar is full and overry building. Special business is under
flowing with all kinds and descrip- HOUSE DANCE.
::nd a full attendance
en- consideration
real
and
young
of
people
score
A
furbelows
merry
and
frills
of
tions
is
Thursrequested.
dance
house
a
I
predelightful
joyed
events for the coming month.
club
The Monday Auction Bridge
home of Mrs.
afdict that My Lady Society will be day evening at the
Monday
with
met
Miss
Laughlin
on Buena Vista
Wilson
month, Francis
some busy for the coming
the
of
members
the
Besides
ternoon.
in
for each party requires a party gown Heights. The dance was given
were, Mrs. T. A.
attractive club those prrsent
and each party gown requires a deal honor of Mrs. Wilson's
.1. W. March, Mrs. E.
Mrs.
Spencer,
of planning and tugging at both sides voune sister. Miss Margaret Parker, F. Coard, Mrs. Karl W. Green, Miss
i,. maun lnst vear's gowns meet, and i'who is spending the winter at the Brown, Miss Florence Spitz and Mis
it also requires some standing up lor wllgon home.
Dorothy Meyers of Gallup.
the modiste. I suppose the sunra&ei-tefor
is
Mrs. .1. A. T,avert was hostess this
adapted
house
The
admirably
new
suit
will even have to have a
to the members of tni?
the
and
afternoon
people
dances
young
informal
Egg
Fancy
Domestic Lump
Fancy Lump
to vote in, and a new haU And then,
Mrs. S. G. Morley ami
floors
and
Thirteen
good
Clu!,
the
good
enjoyed
la, la, the bills.
Autumn flow- Miss Florence Spitz.
utmost.
to
music
the
The biggest and swellest and most ers and leaves were used very atThe Fifteen Club met at Miss
formal social event for next week tractively to decorate the rooniB. The
yesterday afternoon, with Mrs.
will be the Elks dance to be given by slow
Marsh in tho chair. After roll call
and
Boston
Boston
Dip
dreamy
O
One
Double
club
J.
Phone
the Elks in their beautiful new
were the favorite dances of the even- and quotations Mrs. Laughlin read a
house next Wednesday evening. The
were varied with snappy two paper on Eugenics. A general disinvitations have been issued for nine ing and
cussion followed led by Mrs. Rapp.
in
the latest rag time.
cards
steps
and
o'clock when the dancing
Events closed the program.
Current
in
wives
was
later
served
A
All Elks and their
dainty supper
will begin.
will be held at Mrs.
The next
and daughters and visiting Elks and the evening, after which every one Newhall's meeting
on November 8, Miss Mas-sicourse.
more
dances.
oi
few
a
are
called
for
invited,
families
their
just
in preside.
Every one is anxious to dance in the Soon after twelve the Cinderellas
affair
prom bade Mrs. Wilson and Miss Parker a HALLOWEEN SOCIAL
PHONE 85 MAIN.
stunning new hall and the
Irpb to be a huge success. Mrs. r. reluctant good night and repeated
A Hallow'een social for the, young
T. Blandy will be the hostess for the again and again what a good time
people of the Presbyterian ''church
evening.
they had had.
and their friends will be held at the
FACTORY WOOD
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. home of Miss Laura Wood next FriThe dance was to have been held
SWASTIKA LUMP
on Hallow'een night, but was chang- Sylvanus G. Morley, Mr. and Mrs. day night. Madam Zu Zu will be there
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
ed to Wednesday evening when it Hugh K. Gilmour, Dorothy Meyers of to reveal the future, besides various
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
was found that "The Rosary"' was to Gallup, Edna Abrahamson, Florence mystic means of peering into the fu
From all
be here Thursday evening.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Spitz, Lucy Grygla, Edith Perrenot, ture. No one should fail to get a five
n.f.KH renorts. "The Rosary" seems to
Railroad
F.
S.
Myrtle Boyle, Kate Mueller, Ituth cent piece of the magic cake where&
T.
Depot.
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,
doubt
no
and
bfi a pure, weepy drama,
Lauelin. Frank McCane. Theodore by the fondest wish of the possessor
wo win nil be like the Frencn gin
will be made to come true. There may
who said: "I had such a good time,
nvnnv
"fitoplr. be something "shocking," but it's a
this evening. I cried all during tiier"It
Mnrlnv Hallow'een social; so expect all the
uroutliot
TQindB ITonrv
nlav.
and Jesse Nusbaum.
many s new
old, and in addition,
arrived
WOODY'S STAGE LIN E The nartv of Brazilians who
of the season.
pranks,
en
be
will
this
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
evening
in Santa Fe
a CLUBDOM.
From
tertained in the city tomorrow.
(Continued on page three).
Restaurant
for the men at
La Salle
is
The Mothers Club will meet at 2:o0
luncheon
planned
TAOS
TO
BARRANCA
Palace hotel. Mrs. E. U Hewett Wednesday afternoon in the high
the
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South will entertain the ladies of the party school building. At this meeting the CHICHESTER
PILLS
I1RAM.
A
Bounds Trains.
at lunch at the sanitarium at noon. Mothers Club as a club will dissolve
Telephone II.
Auk your Drucc Int tor
radiffil
the
Ehown
fj
be
Decity and its members
to
Ch !('( ter'i lHumoitd Ttron1N
the
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of The visitors will
Id in Hid and OoM iiietalliAV
I'll
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Star.
or
interest partment Club.
The meeting of the
boxes, khImI with IHue KIMkhi.
the north bound train and arrives at and thethevarious points
Take no other. Buy of vonr " Regular Meals 25 cents.
Club will take place at
day.
during
(..r4 lll.4 irKK.TrnIruffUt.
Department
m.
7
Taoe
p.
it
HAtfNI ItKANI) PJIJ.M, for ttft
comes next week, too, 3 o'clock in the high school building
Boomi for Kent 25c and 60c
Hallow'een
A vearsknr.wn
fault
as Best. Salet. Alwivc
IS
Ten mllea ahorter than any other to add to the list of good times. There and all who are
Short Orders at All How.
SOLP BV Ml mniW FVFPVWHFSr"
planning to become
way. Good covered1 hacka and good Is no feast day during the entire members in this new club are urgentBOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teama. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
year when one may have such a good ly requested to be present at this
furnished commeroTat men to take In time as on the eve of All Saints day.
frencn Noodle Order 10c. a dlaa.
meeting. The election of officers will
Wo.
Knbueto
Mew York Chop Susy
the surrounding towns. Wk
Pranks and jokes and spooky stories be held and the constitution and byStation.
and wlerd fortunes are all in the laws will be adopted.
Who could have
The Altar Guild will meet Tuesday
spirit of the time.
more fun than by dressing up as a afternoon at 3:30 o'clock with Mrs.
hobgoblin and dancing around a mys- Francis C. Wilson.
tic fire while some
ghostly voice
The Saturday Club met this afterchanted wierd incantations? And than noon with Mrs. Arthur Seligman.
afterward there's apple bobbing, and
The Wallace club met with Mrs. E.
throwing the apple peel over your F. Mera this afternoon. The roll call
left shoulder to see what initials it was answered with current events,
forms, and looking in the mirror in after which Miss Abrahamson gave a Have You
To Fl Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
FE
the dark anything that is spooky i3
SANTA
FROM
all ooints in New Mexico, Ari
fun for Hallow'een.
Several spook parties have been
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via! NEW MEXICO
nlanned. but perhaps the most elab
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
ASGARETS MAK E
orate one will be that given at Miss
Laura Wood's home Friday evening.
Must Be
To Be Right
The young people of the Presbyterian
church are getting it up and have
YOU FEEL GREAT Fresh, and We Have It
stunts plauned.
many
You !
Is Up
For the following week one of the
'
most original parties of the season is
planned. It is to be given by the USntly Cleanse IOUr LlVCS You Have Always
Woman b Board of Trade in tne l.io-rarand Sluggish Bowels While
hall, November 5, and will be an
Kicked About the
You Sleep.
election day card party. Each lady
may have, the privilege of voting for
We know it, and we
her favorite presidential candidate by
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziare
ready for the
his
with
button
the
picturo ness, coated tongue, foul taste and
choosing
coffee
expert, the coftne
not
only for
upon it. The affair is
foul breath always trace them to
fee
critic, and if we
members of the board of trade, but
liver, delayed fermenting food
For Rates and Full Information Address
cannot
for everyone who has the price of torpid
please you,
iu the bowels or sour, gassy stomwe will
cents.
then
admission, which is seventy-nvQ F. & P. AGENT,
why
ach.
No doubt everyone in town will - be
not unwe
do
EL PASO, TEXAS.
say
inin
Poisonous matter clogged
the
there, for what woman would miss testines, instead of being cast out of
derstand our busisuch an opportunity to vote"
ness. We have the
November 1 , is tne date nxea upon blood when thifJ polson reaches the
exclusive agency for
the beginningof the dedicatory eX'ldf,llcate braln tiBBUe u causes
Ol-rtrc'a- &
the Celebrated
ercises for the ncy Masonic temple. geBtion nd that dull .throbbing sick- UCl
The conferring of degrees will las,. enmg headache.
FOR RHODES
at The Novelty Shop, three days and the town will be filled .SaUs catnartic puig, oil and purga-wit- h F. T. SMITH COFFEE CO.'S
HIGH GRADE FRESH ROAST,
visitors from every part of the tJve waters force a passageway for a
For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladstate.
or two yes but they don't take
nay
safe
We
Santa Fejthe poisons out and have no effect the dry
November IS the
ders, Common Ladders, Iron-in- s:
will
and
absoor
Exhibition
many
the
liver
begin
stomach,
Tables, Upholstering, ferent entertainments are planned to Cascarets immediately cleanse and in saying
best
Furniture
Repairing: and all
lutely
forward that movement.
Prices"
.
"Ail Goidsat Right
regulate the stomach, remove the
had.
Kinds of Repair Work. .
be
November 27 has been chosen bi sour, undigested and fermenting food
t l A rlnl iofan Ctmot,
the Episcopal choir for the concerr and foul gases, take the excess bile
IS THE MOTTO OF
l?7 W. ..... 3A.ua rc,n. M they will give at the Executive mar from the liver and carry out of the
leiepuOne
They have ,)een pi.actlcing qUar. 8Stem all the constipated waste
t ciaw.
All work ouaranteed
alld engemble music for somej matter and poisons in the bowels.
'
Headquarters for FRESH OYSiweeksWith such splendid voices in' A Cascaret tonight will surely
A
T")I-- "
and when we say their
TERS,
'the choir the concert will be a spec-- j straighten you out by morning. They FRESH we mean it I
Th a. u'firlr
lol r.ct tn nil ninety
vnu nlopn ft
Incoro
hoy
concert is to be given as a benefit to from your druggist means your head THE
l,!0DERII GROCERY CO.
Work for the New Mexican. It U j defray expenses in the choir, such as clear, stomach sweet and your liver
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
working for you, for Santa Fe and buying new vestments for the choir! and bowels clean and regular for
The Slo Willi Conscience.!
'
members and installing an electric months.
i V .
the new state.
Francisco
309

Phone Black

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

Holds Fire

Pt. Clair. Mo. "My trouble began about
fifteen years ano. It was what some claimed
eczema. Tho form tbo disease worked under
was a breaking out with
watery blisters on my
han(te which would then
dry and scale, and then
would follow the troublo
i f crackmg and hleedlns,
s so ItchinK and hurtine.
;y hands were disfigured
at tho time, and sore.
The trouble was vory
annovlng, and dl.'urbed my sleep. This
worse
last February It vas ever so muchwork
on
than beforo. I C. not do all my
account of the condition of my hands. I
could not put them In water without mak1
tried a lot of homo
ing them worse.
remedies, also salves and liniments that
claimed to be a euro for tho trouble, but
1 did not obtain a euro.
"At las I saw tho advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I sent for
euro, so
a sample. I thought they would
box of Cuticura
I sent for a fifty-ceOintment and some Cuticura Soap. A
doctor advised me to keep ahead with the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and they cured
Ko trace of the troublo
me completely.
remains." (Hlgnid) Mrs. Mary Taylor,
Mar. 20, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout tho world. Llboral sample of
each mailed froe, v. ith 32-- p. Skin Book. Ad"Cuticura. Dept.T, Boston."
dress post-car- d
men should use Cuticura
jrTender-facc- d
Soap Shaving Stick, 20c. Sample free.

EXTRA CAPS.

and Only Absolutely

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

With Eczema,
Watery Blisters.
Could Not
Sore.
and
Disfigured
in
Them
Water, Cuticura
Put
Cured.
Ointment
and
Soap

SCHRAM FRUIT JARS

AND

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"
The Original

PINTS AND QUARTS

WHOLESALE

26, 1912.

AND BLEEDING

WE HAVE THE

ITER

OCTOBER

14.

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This Is the
stove for the home, the ottlee and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servleable and economical of all stoves.

HARDWARE COMPANY.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

LIGHT

1

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL

s

" BUY IT OF CRIGHTON."

Mas-sie'-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal

ftHDWAL,E

-

METH-

IN

ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
desired.

s

e

Wood

THESE DAYS OF MODERN

FOW
IS QUITE SO
as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

NOTHING

ready for the hurried breakfast, your
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and nght' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

S

Have You Tried

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Tried Fresh

The

East

Best

or

Dnnto

West

It

It

...

con-3IV-

are
roast.
are
they
to

Old-Xe-

n

the

THE TASTE TELLS!

j

San

BLAIN,

Jr.

Street

Jft

Fl

Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

COFFEE

Vrvfif
IUUI Jl

GROCERY

J.H.

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire

v

e

Ca

THE ALBANY HOTEL

to

y

EUGENE FOX,

ECOMONY

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

Rooms With Bath

Vl"rC7

i
1

10-pp-

j

-

',

.

$4

-

.:.V,

Everything Electric

S. C. BUFF 0RPIN6T0US
f
A HI
A 11 U III UCl VIf
Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at

GNAGEY & CO.,
Dealers in All Kinds of

H

$1.50 to $3.00

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK
We guarantee all our work to be
first class and according to underwriters rules. .We give repair work as
well as new work our prompt attention. We carry no old stock. Everything
new. Our prices, we assure you,
are the best that your city ever exof your business
perienced. Just a fewWood-DaviHards
men for reference:
ware Co., Modern Grocery Co., H.
W. D. Arrighl.
Office Pa lace and Cathedral Place.

I

ROOSTERS

ONE YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00
A. Wheelon
Charles
PHOKE
2C4

J

--

Secfor SW
9
tion 14, Township
N, Range E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make 'final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. C. Klnsell,
P, O. Box 308.
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
November, 1912.
witnesses:
as
Claimant names
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.S. Estevan Enclnas, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
V
of
the
Interior,
Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Oct Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; An
tcnio Vlllanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
10, 1912.
M.
Notice Is hereby given that Pino Villanueva, of Galisteo, N.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
on
N.
vho
of
GaliBteo,
Vlllanueva,
En- Register.
Sept 2l8t, 1907, made Homestead

try

No.

1--

12056-04S3-

13

Den-dah- l,

'

V.

.....
SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

f
26, 1912.
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AT THIS STORE NOW!

1
1

I
I

Here is a Collection of the
MOST FASHIONABLE

READY-T- O-

GARMENTS

WEAR

This Elegant Showing Comes from the Immense Stocks of

ROSENWALD BROS.,

1

of Albuquerque, and is Correct in Every Detail of Style and Fabric.

I

WE INVITE YOU TO VIEW THIS GARMENT EXHIBITION,
WHICH REPRESENTS THE LATEST IDEAS IN

Gowns,Suitsand Dresses

said i.io Woman s

of

Hoard

two-step-

Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cart-- ;
wright, Mr. and Mrs. Shea, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Lavan,
l.eroy Moore, Mr. and Mrs. James
Seligman, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Selig-- j
man, Judge and Mrs. E. C. Abbott,
Mrs. S. D. Small, Mrs. K. D. 'Castle,
Mrs. C. C. Cation, Kdith Perrenot,
Nellie Harrison, Kate Mueller, Luisa
Kutson. Florence Spitz, Leila Cial-- i
lagher, Ruth Luughlln, Dorothy Meyers, of Gallup; .Maurice Cohen, T. X.
F.spe, C. II. Starkweather, Jr., H. D.
Ferrill, Clarence Wilson, V. M. Bayer,
Frank McCane, .1. H. Morley. Jesse

Special For Next Week!
We

are Offering an Extra Fine Lot of

CHILDREN'S COATS,
Consisting of Chinchilla, Broadcloth, Plush
and other fashionable materials, values
up to $6.50, at

$3.95

our entire stock
CHILDREN'S HATS
in two lines. Children's Hats
worth up to $4.50 at . . .
We have divided

.

Children's Hats worth
$2.50

at

upt0
. . . .

Comeparly and

of

$1.99

C
c7

QO
tJ
tJ

Get Best Choice of the GREAT BARGAINS.

HOUSE

WHITE

THE

CATRON BLOCK.

Nusbaum, Charles Patek, Frank Marion, Paul Butt and Albert Clancy.

1

AT HOME AND ABROAD

I
1
I
I

lI

Mrs. Caroline K. Otero left Thurs
day evening for Chicago where she
will remain for some time.

Can

J

Pick

Abrahamson returned
Thursday evening from a pleasant
s
visit in California.
Miss Edna

See

p

Them

two-week-

Mrs. Eduardo Otero has been
house guest of her sister Miss
this week.

1

Can

the
Man-derfiel-

Them

Mrs. Homer C. Wilson, of Waco,
Texas, is visiting her brother, Gover- ii
nor W. H. Thornton.
Mrs. H. S. DnVal left this week for
a visit with her daughter, Mrs. Guy
On the Street, Theatres, Parties or Balls!
Turley, at their ranch at Velarde.
Mrs. Carlos Creamer has returned
from a three months' visit in Iowa.
She visited friends and relatives
there and had a most enjoyable stay
in her old home.
Miss Stephaine Lavert is visiting
friends in Chicago and will return to
her home in New Orleans in Novemin the families where our Shoes
By
ber. She was so pleased with Santa
Fe that she plans to return next sumnever
shoe trouble known
worn
mer.
to
1
Miss May Bergere is expected
and every face wears a smile of
return to her home today or tomorrow after ten days spent in St. Vincent's Sanatorium where she under-ren- t
an operation for appendicitis.
Her friends are delighted with her;
speedy recovery.
Warren is thel
Mrs. Nina Otero
house guest of Miss Agnes C. Laut at
PLOW TURNS UP INDIAN GRAVE.
her home in Wassaic, New York. Mrs.
$3.50, $4 AND 5 SHOES
Warren and Miss Laut spend a few)
Lancaster, Pa., Oct.2u. While Bendays in New York city each week!
AND OUR WOMEN'S
jamin H. Lefever, of Indiantown, was seeing the new plays and fashions
one
fields
of
his
he
plowing
yesterday
and enjoying the busy life in that
unearthed an iron pot that contained
$3 AND $4 SHOES
city. They do not expect to regreat
an old clay pipe and other articles,
turn to New Mexico until sometime in;
evidently placed there by Indians. A the spring.
Are the Best Shoe Values the
short distance away he dug up a
Prices Ever Bought!
Mrs. T. A. Spencer of Carrizozo ar-- j
skeleton of an aborigine. Near the rived in Santa Fe Sunday evening
We might say the same about
bones was .tomahawk. It is supposed and is
visiting her father and moth- that the Indian was buried there with
at
Mrs.
McDonald,
Governor and
OUR BOYS' & GIRL'S
his belongings in the pot beside him. er,
the executive mansion. She came up
especially to be with Governor Mc$1 TO S3 SCHOOL SHOES
Donald who has been quite ill this;
a
could hardly hear it. Rather it is
wort The governor is improving
subtle discord of the atmosphere. No
rapidly with such a skilled nurse. It's
comes
or
the
it
one knows whence
Come to this STORE OF BETTER SHOES and learn why
nice to have the governette
reason of its being; but it grows, mighty
our PATRONS SMILE while wearing our Shoes and paying
here
again.
grows, more and more apparent. Now
Dr. C. S. Kennedy of Cincinnati antT
their Shoe Bills. MAKE US PROVE IT I
and
Into
doubt,
it swells
suspicion
was the guest
Kentucky,
Covington,
then blind rage, and the household is of Mr. and Mrs. Addison Hall this:
rent, its happiness is gone.
week. Dr. Kennedy is an osteopath
Then rises the other power, a high- and has made quite a name for him-- i
er spiritual note, which swells upon self in treating the eyes. Mr. Hall!
the ear until, its beauty and divine and Dr. Kennedy went on a short
harmony brings the discordant souls hunting trip up the Rio Grande val-- j
of the family back into peace and ley and Dr. Kennedy
returned to
full accord. That is "The Rosary". Santa Fe an enthusiastic booster for
Chicago liked "The Rosary" so well the wonders and beauties of New
that it stayed there for three months. Mexico. He was especially charmed
Its success in Boston was so great with the strings of red chili that are
that it ran at the Globe theater in fentooned over the adobe walls, and
that city for two moi.ths.
insisted upon carrying a string of
"chili Colorado" east with him as a
trophy of his visit in the west when
ihe left for Cincinnati Tuesday morn- -

In Every Walk of Life!

1
1

I
I
I

HOUSE

East Side of Plaza.

Block,

lit)

Trade dunces were not well attended'.'
Evidently that person was not present last night when the October dance
was held in the Library hall. There:
were more than iifty people present,
and the dance was one of the jolliest1
and liveliest the Hoard of Trade has
given for many months.
Morrison's orchestra played for the
dancing with their usual good time and
lively numbers. One couldn't help
s
dancing to such inspiring
and waltzes. It was half past twelve
before the "Home, SAeet Home"!
sounded. Part of the dancers went!
wearily homeward, while the other!
part continued the good time until
the earlier hours at the Santa Fe club.
The members of the Board of Trade
last
Who served the refreshments
night were Mrs. W. H. Harrotm, Mrs.
Henry Woodruff, .Mrs. Carl Bishop,.
Mrs. I. B. Hanna and .Miss Simmons.
Among those present at the dance
were Mr. and .Mrs. Carlos Creamer,
Mr. and Mrs. K. P. HavieB, Mr. and
Mrs. S. 0. Morley, .Mr. and Mrs. John

HOUSE

W. March,

Ever Shown in this City.

I Catron

W. B. T. DANCE.

TE

THE

(Continued From Page Two.)

AN EXCEPTIONAL SHOWING OF

WE'LL DROP

saying that
are
there's

i

A

HINT

a

contentment

By the Way!
OUR MEN'S

OFFERS BODY TO SCIENCE.
Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 26. After
reading of how the state board of
health is experimenting on African
monkeys in its search for a cure for
infantile paralysis, R, W. Sprowl of
2114 Clay street, Cincinnati a paralytic, wrote to Eugene F. McCampbell,
secretary of the board, and offered his
body for experimental purposes.
Sprowl's offer was accepted by the
board.

YOU WILL NEVER
FULLY APPRECIATE THE EXCEPTIONAL VALUE OF A

Capital Tailor Suit or Overcoat
Until you compare them with those of a

ready-mad-

e

clothing store.

A FLAV WELL
WORTH HEARING

am fully justified in claiming the Garments I turn out
entirely out of the common
choice of fabrics. Personally selected cloths means
individuality for you. The
models are the perfection of
the best fashion ideas of the
season.
I

THE ROSARY
"The Rosary," a beautiful play to
be produced by Messrs. Gaskill and
MacVitty, at the Elks' opera house

next Thursday evening is described
as follows:
is
A
typical American family
shown, a young wife, her devoted
husband, their friends and the material surroundings which wealth can
procure.
Then comes the jarring note, so
slight that even the most sensitive

Will You Investigate?
I

will let you be the judge

Come in

.

I

The Home of Good Shoes

When Going

at once

ing.

$25.00
The Capital Tailor

p

i

Next to First Nat. Bank

East Side of Plaza,
"

--

J. C. Hay, WiriflelcrfXia, says: My"
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble bo had he had to
Various kidney;
use a catheter.
remedies were tried without result,
and finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
eome water and on the fifth, no longer needed a catheter. He continued
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entire
ly cured." For 88 'e by all Druggista
j

ACTORS CHARGED

PFLUEGER'S

WITH THEFT,

York, Pa., Oct. 26. Joe and Henry
Richards, vaudeville actors appearing
at a local playhouse, were arrested
today on the charge of stealing $300
worth of jewelry from the boarding
house of Miss Lena Dempwolf. The
prisoners say their homes are in

J

i

.

Ki'

j

Lieutenant Joseph Creamer has re- turned to the army post at Manila
after attending the officers' school at
Bigiou for the three months' summer
sac-- ;
session. He is now a
Mr. Creamer passed
'ond lieutenant.
'his examinations there with h!0i
honors which reflects very creditably
!upon his training at the Now Mexico:Military Institute, and upon the energy and ambition of the young man
Santa Fe may well feel
himself.
proud of the four native sons that
have gone frem here into the army,
Speaking of .ice Creamer remind!!
me of the rumor I heard the other
day concerning another Santa Fe hoy
It seems
who is also a lieutenant.
that the young officer grew to be very
fond of one of his colonels, which
was quite as it should be, of course,
for the colonel is a very fine man.
Also the colonel has a most charming
and attractive daughter. The colonel
and his family were transferred to a
'post across the continent, and a faw
months later, the young officer w ho
was so fond of his colonel was trans-- i
ft rred to the very same post. Simply
army tactics, of course, and, speaking
iof cabbages: "All is fair in love and
war," you remember.
j

j

I
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-

I
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THIS YOUTH

POSSES FAIL

WANTED TO BE
A COWBOY TOO
A desire

THE WONDER PITCHER OF BASEBALL

WALTER JOHNSON,
When Cleveland played the last
game of this season "in Washington
Walter Johnson was called upon to
prove his mettle as few pitchers would
: care to be.
5s,
In the ninth inning, with Washington leading by two rnns, the first two!
batters singled, bringing to
the firing line the three most dan
batters In the
gerous emergency
American league. A harder trio than
Joe Jackson. Lajoie and Griggs, in a
pinch, would be hard to find, bu
Johnson never faltered. He proved
his calibre then and there.
Jackson DODDed a curve ball to
right; Lajoie lifted another fly and
Griggs flew out to Gandil the game
"was ended and Johnson had won 15
straight an American league record.
Later he made it 1G.
Unassuming and quiet, Johnson is
tailed as the greatest pitcher the
game has ever seen. He has the ought
to be pinched for loitering, speed of
(Rusie and a slow ball that curves that
treaK like a whip lash and just enough
control to instill fear in the heart of

Critics unite in declaring him the
time, and surely
no one could wear high honors with
less
than this big
chap who is pitching Washington
almighty close to a pennant.

Wood is with a team

that has won
consistently from the start, while
Johnson has been handicapped as
stride until
Washington did not hit-itwell along in May. Any American
league batter will say he prefers to
face Wood to Johnson.

greatest pitcher of all

s

to see the land where
Billy the Kid roamed and to have a
few months of the "wild west" life
and "bad . man'' bravado, is said to
have led to the downfall of Earl
Snodgrass, the
youth who
was arrested by Marshal Gomez and
Jack Evans at the request of the
Burns detective agency.
It was the story in the New Mexican yesterday headed: "This Youth
Had an Oily Nerve," which landed
Snodgrass in jail today with $501 of
the thousand he is alleged to have
obtained by forged check, still un
spent. A. J. Evans read the article
in this paper yesterday evening and.
figured it out that Mr. Snodgrass who
had purchased a horse from him a
few days before and who had "a bunch
of lettuce" grrtn backs in his hand,
was the "party mentioned."
The arrest promptly followed.
Snodgrass wr.'.ked down to jail this
afternoon, smci.sng his pipe and
although on
looking unconcerned,
either side of hi-- marched an officer
of the law. "Wo are going to send
him back to Kar .is City where he is
wanted," said the marshal.
Snodgrass is said to be a native of
West Virginia, but little is known of
him beyond that. He came to Santa
Fe a few days ago and equipped himself with chaperejos, spurs, big sombrero, horse, saddle and bridle, saying
he intended to ride to Texas.
His
nerve did not forsake him even yes- Urday.
Cowboy Detective Siringo
was within a few feet of him as
Snodgrass, mf ;nted on his new horse,
stopped "at San Francisco street to
speak ' to a man who was with
"

OCTOBER

26, 1912.

MOTHER OF

TO FIND STRIKERS
Bingham, Utah, Oct. 26. After roving about the hills between here and
Toole all night, the posse of deputy
sheriffs which left upper .Bingham
last evening in search of the Btrike
pickets which fired on Deputy Sheriff
Leroy O. Tidwell jind two Greeks
whom Tidwell was taking to work at
the United States mine, returned to
Bingham this morning,
trace of the offenders, who fled to
the hills, could be found by the searching party. The authorities are, nevertheless, Jiopeful of yet apprehending
the rioters.
Deputy Sheriff Tidwell
i.not seriously injured, but Harry
Spinbon, the Greek, who was shot in
the abdomen, is Itj a critical condition.
His death is momentarily expected.
" R.
Otto Kelly, 27, an armed guard,
was accidentally shot and instantly
killed at 7:50 this morning within
fifty feet of the Bingham and Garfield
railroad station by Wm. Meyers, a
fellow guard, who was brought here
with the strike breakers from New
York City. Meyers pulled the trigger
of a gun which he did not know was
loaded. The bullet hit Kelly in ihe
left eye.

LARGE FAMILY
Tells How She Keeps Her
Health Happiness For
Those Who Take
Her Advice.

empty-handed-N- o

'v"Scottville, Mich.' " f want to tell you
how much good Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- -

etableCompound and
Sanative Wash have
done me. I live on a
PERTINENT FACTS
farjnandhaveworked
ABOUT JOHNSON.
very hard. I cm
forty-fiv- e
years old,
He wasborn in Kansas.
and am the mother
First engagement, Weiser, Idaho,
of thirteen children.
1907.
Many people think
Blanked opponents, 57 successive init
strange that I am
1907.
nings,
not
broken down
Fanned 19 batters, Idaho league,
with hard work and
1007.
the care of my fam
Singned by Washington, 1907.
but I tell them of my good friend,
ily,
Stopped Detroit in American league
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- v- debut, 1907.
pound, and that there will be no backFanned 313 batters, 1910.
ache and bearing down pain3 for them if
July 8, 1910, fanned first eight New
will take it as I have. I am scarcely
they
TEDDY.
BULLY
IS
SUNSHINE
TO
Yorkers to face him.
ever without it in the house.
September 4, 5, 0, 1910, blanked New
" I will say also that I think there is
(Continued from page one).
York, 27 innings.
no better medicine to be found for young
This spring pitched 30 straight shutMy eldest daughter has taken
to strengthen Wilson in the hope of girls.
out innings against strongest teams.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComLydia
defeating Roosevelt.
Los Anegles turned him down withpound for painful periods and irregularALLEN FOR CONGRESS.
out at trial, 1907.
ity, and it has helped her.
batters.
26.
The repubHelena, Mont., Oct.
He is 24, unmarried, and draws
"I am always ready and willing to
As he walked to the bench after relican state central committee named
a
a good word for Lydia E. Pinkyear.
speak
was
the
Johnson
tiring Cleveland,
W. R. Allen of Anaconda today to ham's
Compound. I tell every
Vegetable
least excited to the Washington playfill the vacancy on the congressional one I meet that I owe my health and
ers; he paid no attention to the cheer
LITTLE YACHTS
ticket due to, the, death of W. F. Mey happiness to your wonderful medicine."
ing multitude; he had performed the
ers. Mr. Alien i3 lieutenant governor
Mrs. J. u. Johnson, scottviiie, Midi.,
NORTH
RACE
FOR
club
work for which the Washington
of Montana, 'and 'was 'a 'leading candi- - j R.F.D. 3.
tfaS'-s-.pHys him $7,SD ft year.
PACIFIC HONORS
date before the republican state con;
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com5 Walter Johnson joined Washington
,ventiorf fort governor,' but-- withdrew pound, made from native roots and herbs,
NICE
SOME
WORk.
' f '
of 1907, after Cliff
in
or harmful drugs,
no narcotics
contains
Seattle, Wash., Oct.. 2G. A three ' This is a sample' of the methods in faVdr'of
. .i
. . .
jjlankenship, scouting for, Washington
recorai oi ipeing .iuie
ana toaay inoias we
M
t.
hundred mile yacht race for north Pa- being used by the old republican ma- REFORMS NEEDED
f
."while recovering from an injury, wired
successful remedy for woman s ills
when chine to raise the
SAYS MARSHALL. most
high tariff scare.
WALTER JOHNSON AND HIS FA- cific honors was begun today
Joe tJantillon,' from Boise, Idaho,
known.
.
the
26.
a
II,
Couer
Oct.
is
Lloyd
Gov.
Gwendolyn
It
of
yacht
Captain
D'Alene,
Idaho,
other
meth
sample
political
MOUS PITCHING HAND.
"Grab this guy while the grabbing is
Johnson, and the Ortona,
Captain' ods being used in this campaign at Thomas R. Marshall of Indiana, dem
'
good."
The Johnson of today is not the John Graham, left the wharf of., the the present time In ail parts of 'the ocratic vice presidential candidate, International Association of
Johnson's initial big league debut
Johnson who broke into the American Seattle Yacht club for a sail around state. It Is a sample of political told a Couer d'Alene audience today and Structural Iron Workers. Bridge
Many
was against that hard fighting aggreleague from Idaho. Then he was an Tatoosh island, off Cape Flattery, and methods that must be stopped no mat- that the people of the northwest par- of these exhibits were signed by Euterter
gation, Detroit, and the appearance of
no
what
matter
what men, ticularly and of the country generally
back. The vessels are of the 45 foot
party,
awkward,
boy, with
A. Clancy, San Francisco, and
meant nothing to
the lanky
rific speed and little else. Today he class. It is expected that from three no matter whs it hits. Governor W. would have to take their minds from gene
concern, the government alleges,
they
the jungle cat until he recovered his
McDonald, who at the present time
is the finished article. Tall,
to five days will be required to make C.
. the "pork barrel" at Washington and explosions on the Pacific coast. Wa.
.
.
I.. so til .1
c
no
'
speed and lack of control. Before the
graceful, he is tremendously the course.
direct their efforts and
to lter Drew, counsel for the National
.
,
first inning ended the Tigers were
s
"
friction-lesD"" """" constructive government thought
n"
re- powerful and pitches with a
before
XL
.
c?mp?nV
.
Erectors Association, was cross examup
us
vcm (.ci vi a laiociiuuu met i, is bu
backing away from the plate cowed,
ease which impels the query, MINNESOTA-IOWforms could be expected in the man- - ined
he
of
has
asked
the
by Senator J. W. Kern and was
and that night the country knew
malicious,
press
come
does
from?"
his
"Where
BASEBALL CONTEST ON.
speed
agement of the United States.
asked
whether Frank M. Ryan, oreEl-den- t
the
of
to
had picked up a great pitcher.
state,
party,
irrespective
He pitches to win and wastes no
IT MUST BE MET.
Dublish a statement over his nuun sin.
of
the union, had not conferred
Within a year American league news26.
time. He gets his signals from the! Minneapolis,
Oct.
Minn.,
Bevrly, Mass., Oct. 2C Governor with Theodore Roosevelt, then presinature.
McDonald's troubles
papers were announcing, "The Walcatcher while returning to his place Whether Minnesota is a real contend- - are his Governor
own and not the New Mexi-- John80n today invaded the Sixth
ter Johnson's are coming for a Beries,
and is ready to deliver the ball when er for championship honors in "big can's but under such circumstances. Massachusetts congressional district, dent, in an effort to settle the iron
Mr. Drew said he
workers strike.
tomorrow."
he steps upon the slab. His games are nine" football circles in part will be this
newspaper feels that It owes this lnat OI Longressman Augustus
never heard Mr. Roosevelt's name
Johnson's record in the American
short.
decided
final
when
score of much to any
the
notably
today
public official or any Gardner, republican candidate for re- mentioned and the strike never has
league follows:
Walter Johnson prefers to sub- Gophers game against the speedy
c.itizen of New Mexico. This is what election who used the term "liar" re- been settled.
One
in
of
most
the
players
popular
Won.
Year.
Lost.
Pet.
of Iowa team is recorded. The the governor asks the press of tne cently in referring to Colonel Roosemerge himself rather than seek the
14
14
1908 .
.500 the game, Johnson is called for by limelight so pleasant to many players. game is the first that the Minnesotans
state, as a matter of simple justice velt.
13
25
.342 Washington fans from President Taft He regards himself as a workman, em- have played in the conference this to him, to
1909
SHOT IN BACK.
After that Colonel Roosevelt prompublish:
25
17
1910
.595 to the pop and peanut boy when theyployed to win ball games and he sees year, while Iowa has met and been
My attention has just been called ised he would campaign three days
23
15
1911
.605 score is close in the closing innings nothing strange in the fact that he defeated by Chicago, putting up a to a signed article in the
paper cal- in the district, but hu? injury made It VArkon, Ohio, Oct. 26. John W.
r
Joe Wood is the only pitcher who and his ability as a
is shown wins them. That is what he is paid game, however, which has caused led "The Searchlight," published at impossible for him to
keep his prom- Baker of this city, was shot in the
Minnesota followers some uneasiness. Grey's Lake, Illinois, which says:
really leads Johnson this year, and by the box scores every week.
for,
so Governor Johnson took his back late last night while duck huntise,
"
?
..
"I know also that the .demo3- place. Governor Johnson spoke today ing near the city. He was hustled to
cratic governor of New Mexico is at Haverhill, New Buryport,vGlout.c?t-er Akrsnf and is now lyingin tne.
in a serious condition, with reselling off his Vast herds of sheep
THE GREAT BASEBALL SCANDAL.
and Beverly, Mr. Taft's summer
at $5.25 a head because he ex- home.
doubtful. The shooting was
covery
GRANTLAND RICE SAYS NATIONAL LEAGUE NEEDS SWIFT KICK IN
pects Wilson to be elected."
accidental.
to
"Isn't
obvious
it
man
who
any
PIT OF STOMACH.
to say about the above has
PRINCETON DARTMOUTH HARVARD BROWN is AllthatI have
a head on his shoulders for any
it is absolutely false. The
W.rA. Rimes, Huston, La., writes:
The National League Scandals
scandal in its old age, skidding down
man who would have the temerity to other purposes than the ornainental
one that this problem of the toiler 'Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Owner C. W. Aiurphy of the Cubs hill as fast as it can go.
New York, Oct. 26. The most at- were of a class which approached make such a statement Is
un- utterly
Behold Fogel and Murphy running tractive offerings on the football pro- Dartmouth which this year has one trustworthy.
charged that Manager Bresnahan of
It is in line, however, must be met and solved wisely and Pills, and must confess the results
ne asKea amia cheers have been marvelous, for I feel like
St. Louis "laid down" to Giants, that around in short dizzy circles, shriek- gram in the easV today were the of the heaviest
with
statements made by
th
8ome
and most powerful
a new man. I suffered from kidney
encounter
at
McGraw might win pennant. Horace ing wild and uncalled for charges and Princeton-Dartmout.
,v,r. ivicuiurc, secretary or ine national
teams
in the east. Last year s Princ
.
.
...
.
.
batand bladder troubles, but Foley Kidurowcrs
Fogel, president of Phillies charged making grave insinuations.
This, Princeton and the Harvard-Browuui
to
ine
association,
'
game resulted in a vic sheep men of New Mexico.
STENOGRAPHER PROVES
ney Pills fixed me. I recommend
conspiracy involving President Tom year after year, has almost wrecked tle at Canjbridge. These games were tory for Princeton,
but a
which
STRONG STATE WITNESS. them to all sufferers from kidney
wm.
in two of the regarded by football experts as the was won on a mere freakvictory
Mcdonald.
Lynch and Umpire Finneran, to give the organizations
the bound- Santa Fe, N. M., October
tests
of
mettle
first
the
of
the
real
Ind., Oct. 26. Letters trouble." For sale by all Druggists.
Giants pennant.
25, 1912.
Indianapolis,
Murphy disrupted league's best cities.
over
of
the
ball
the
posts after
written by the defendants to John J.
In St. Louis another upheaval, Princeton and Harvard teams. Betting aingblocked kick. "'
Chicago team by removing Frank
in New York City this morning was
McNamara about the time explosions
BIG CATHEDRAL DEDICATED.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Chance, manager, while Chance was with Mrs. Helen Hathaway Robinson 10 to 7 in
Brown's players were rather overfavor of Princeton and 3 to
26. Cardinal occurred, were identified
Oct.
Miss
Denver,
Colo,
by
recovering from surgical operation. Britton leading the same, has added 2 in favor of Harvard.
looked with the betting of this season, Jfthn M Faflu an4 eaiaxil U!mU Irene
i
President J. T. Brush refused to turn another failing center to the list.
Herrmann, former stenographDepartment of the Interior.
If the early games count for any- but their play against Pennsylvania church , itar'le8
Denvaer er for
,
S.
U.
Office
Land
at
at
Santa
over to National league 25 per cent
arrjved
the
McNamara,
John T. Brush is involved in an arFe,
"dynamite
Princeton has about the best was so iimpressive:that Harvard
ceremonie8 inci. conspiracy" trial today.
New Mexico, Sept. 20, 1912.
asjtcJ t0 attjnd
of world's series receipts as has been gument over the payment of certain thing, team in the association. The been worrying
for the last week over
scoring
to
new
the
Notice Is hereby given that Toribio
$500,000
The
letters were written to McNadedicating
customary. Mrs. Helen Britton, own world series dues imposed by his line is light but has made up for its the outcome. The crimson, however, (dtnt
er of Cardinals, discharged Manager league, and when the full situation is lack of weight by a maximum of speed has been progressing nicely and looks cathedral of the Immaculate Concsp- mara when he was secretary of the Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
tion. A feature will be the kneelina
on August 26, 1907, made Homestead
summed up almost the entire circuit and aggressiveness.
Breshanan, following all season
None of the to have a very formidable combina- fn the streets of several thousand
for LoU
application, No.
is one disgusting brawl, flashed to the Princeton's early season opponents tion.
:
parishioners tomorrow during the ben1 and 2. Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
immense injury of the game which
to
ediction
be
Cardinai
pronounced by
5, Township 16 N., Range 12. E., N. M.
has given most of these . magnates
BY GRANTLAND
Chicago, Oct. 26. Chicago :and Pur-- 1 tic- with Lafayette college. A close Farley. Bishops and priests numberRICE,
U Interested and should know
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intenabout every cent they have ever due were scheduled to meet today in game is expected
flOOUt the wnnrlorfu
The Noted Baseball Writer.
ing about 200 from all., .parta of . the
r
tion to make
MARVEL
proof, to estabbattheir
annual
Whirling
a
thirteenth
of
Spray
earned,
gridiron
beyond
living wage
What's the matter with the Nationcountry are here to participate In the
new vaginal syringe.
me
lish
claim
to
the
land
above described,
is
one
tle.
The
of
a
about
week.
$20
game
importance
al baseball league from the viewpoint
uen most convenient.
ceremonies.
before Register and Receiver, U. S
For years now the politics in the in rate of the "big nine" conference. RACING AUTOS
2im cle&njes Instantly.
of its club owners?
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico
in
footf.
chances
for
that
AlkyourdruffclEtforltlL
J
the
been-o- f
Chicago's
lowNational
has
the
league
Some one asked William Allen
WILL MAKE TRIP
1
Salem, Mass., Oct. 26. Owing to If he cannot cunnlv thfe
on the 8th day of November, 1912.
est and most intriguing type, where ball championship in a great measure
accept no otherS'
the illness of John N. Carter, a jury- MARVEL,
Claimant names
as witnesses:
ut
IN
on
lend
for
illustrated
ARIZONA
their
stamp
it.
hinges
winning
only selfishness has controlled every
man in the trial of James J. Ettor, book sealed. It Pives full nartlrn.
iEmilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres.
The players are slightly outweighed
Jars
and
directions
ladles?
move.
lunble
to
Cur-usiva
Arturo Giovannitti and Joseph
uno mvera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Cast Oi Slrttt. Hew
Mtt CU
It has been a case of scrambling by the men from Purdue and they Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 26.
charged with the murder, of AnNew Mexico,
Pecoi,
on
their
and'
speed
experience Twelve racing automobiles will leave na Lopizzo, court was dismissed to
for the dollar and for nothing else, depend
MANUEL R. OTER,
with any and all ideas of sportsman- to enable them to defeat their oppo- shortly after midnight tonight in the day.
nent.
The
Pur
of
Register.
the
average
weight
Angeles-PhoeniLos
blurred
annual
road
by the coldest of mer
ship
men is 176
pounds, while race, considered one, of the most imAnd most of the due
cenary motiv-es- .
HOTEL ARRIVALS
owners haven't the sense to see that tiiat of Chicago is 174
portant events of Pacific coast auto;
in a scramble of this sort they are
races.
mobile
will be the fifth an
It
PALACE.
CORNELL VS. BUCKNELL.
WILLIAM FaRAH-E- MIL
MIGNAEDOT
nual race and this year will be run
merely paving the way to financial
H. F. Meyers, Denver.
26. Cornell will
Oct.
Y.,
N.
Ithaca,
Yuina
the
and
disaster, as well as the utter wreck of
through
valley
Charles C. Carr, Emporia, Kas.i .'
have a new opponent today in Buck-nel- to Phoenix. Imperial
'
all sportsmanship.
Two trophies and cash
''
J. S. Pierce, Pittsburg.
to
is
one
It
be
the
of
expected
The older circuit has but
of
will go to the
to
close
prizes
$6,000
Denver.
Buck-nel- l
Benson,
Harry
of
hardest
the
4
as
games
year,
to make good.
winner.
This chance-lie- s
H. Bartles, Chicago.
has had a good record to date.
in the rallying of the few club- O. Keen, Canyon, Texas.
FINAL.
The Extremely
San Diego, Calif., Oct, 26. With
owning sportsmen against such types
MONTEZUMA.
JefferYale,
and
13;
Washington
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
twenty-twin tne San Diego to
as are presented by Murphy, Posel.
entries
Low Keyboard
J. H. Black, Kansas City.
3.
Phoenix race for which a purse of
et al., driving these out of the game son,
Letup's Beer will kill your
Lee Reinhardt, St. Louis.
SECOND PERIOD.
!
$6200 cash is offered in addition
to
and giving the league president powthirst
makes
the
Visible
R.
T. Williams, Redlands, Calif
Burroughs
Harvard, 20; Brown, 0.
seven other prizes, the contest will
A
of
Ulass
er, through a long term, to rule the
California Wine Will
J. A. Duncan, Kansas City.
Indiana, 7; Northwestern, 7.
adding machine very conve-- .
start in this city tonight at 10:15
blood in your veins !
league as Ban Johnson controls the
put
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Akin, SpringPrinceton. 9: Dartmouth, 7.
nient for use on either a high
o'clock. The route from San Diego is
A Drink of Old Taylor
American.
field, Mo.
Whiskey
Chicago, 7; Purdue, 0.
low tieak for Uie juaua-ge- r
or
divided, the cars having their choice
RICE.
GRANTLAND
It will take nothing short of a
wiJl make you forget your
Mrs. G. H. Sweeney, Albuquerque.
FIRST QUARTER.
of
two
to
roads
of
the
the
desert.
or the bookkeeper.
edge
scrappy,
fighter to handle
troubles!
Mrs. Leeson, City.
r
Michigan, 7; Syracuse, 18.
"White of Emporia, Kas., that same this National
This is the first race from San Diego
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bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
Growth
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Dos Cafiones Vlejco. Uncle Tom?

at all understand
attendance at the oratorical
I cannot

why the

having their day off. Do not let it
be supposed for a moment that they
are going to let such an opportunity
slip as this one of decorating the
landscape with the books and papers
which have probably been a part of
the official records of the etate of
Xew Mexico.
They were there this
rinrninp. tossine" hither and -von. these
naners which nnrhans were once val
uable, but seem to have passed into
the worthless sphere of days gone by.
I would only suggest that our of-flcials get a hustle on in covering up
these bits of material which were
once valuable though perhaps never
beautiful, and which were never in- tended for decorating' purposes, nor
attractive bits of landscape gardening
about the executive mansion of our
sunshine state.
Boys will be boys, of course, and
here was presented an opportunity
which they never for a moment would
let slip. There is really a dump pile,
you know, located outBide the city
limits where old, wornout
material
can be burned and where the boys will
be less likely to find It than whan
thrown in the center of the city and
left even for a few hours. So let's
get the wagons to moving and cover
up this wornout official literature before the boys scatter it to the four
winds of heaven.

g
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last evening did not result in an over-- !
Mowing house.
First, it was a matter of the veryAna
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Will the gentleman from
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public interest. It touched
Cashier.
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yield for a question?
the education of. our children. They
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Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
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Interest
were deserving of the attention and
AVhat the state needs i an equalizof the parents and the citiinterest
ation board that will equalize or some- zens of Santa Fe. In addition to this
thing to that effect.
they gave a charming entertainment
which was deserving of a full house,
1
it
1
looks
It may be a mistake but
BUSINESS OFFICE 3 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 3
I
Of
understand that a
like our friend Levi has got sort of dance course,
was in progress last night and
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
mixed up in the wool controversy.
nothing seems to so delight the citiMANUFACTURER OF
27TH.
zens of Santa Fe as to trip the light
TUBERCULOSIS DAY, OCTOBER
Balleta
tax
Blankets,
Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
Rugs,
If
the
like
system,
present
you
fantastic toe, but entertainments of
One day in the year to study the salvation from disease and misery vote for Taft and Jaffa. Neither
Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
and
ofj
this kind are not as a rule lacking In
of one person in every fourth family in the nation!
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
in our stren- them can do anything to alleviate your this
city and It does seem as If our
Surely that is none too much time. Surely we may pause
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
condition.
present
uous lives long enough to do this.
citizens could forego a half hour
Send for Price List and Full Information.
If we saw one person In a hundred million perishing slowly in some
or such a matter of dancing and give
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unwil
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Those
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of one in a his road tax three.
starving while in the hearing of all in any such theatrical
ling to forego the pleasure of it, could
million we should be all intensely interested.
contest
A vote for Marcos C. de Baca and have attended the oratorical
in
Why not take one day in the year to study how to save the twentieth
and afterward the dance.
do
to
to
is
vote
tuberculosis?
something,
of
Koosevelt,
the
victim
every score of people who will (lie next year
It surely is not a great encourage- Dr. Holmes called it the (treat White Plague. In his day the cause was for the country. A vote for Taft and ment to our
young people, when they CALL ON US ANY
Jaffa is taking a step backward.
not known.
ive a puuuc tuut?. lui.i.i.triiL a .u.i ui
OLD TIME, FELLOWS.
is
tn
forms
its
all
White
many
Great
it.
The
we
know
Plague
Now
There are two ways of handling an merit and interest as that of last
Albuquerque. N. M., Oct. 2G, 1912.
known to be a germ disease. It is known to be caught by every person who
to have the people of the city Editor Santa Fe New Mexican,
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
ever has It from other people who have it, er from animals which have It. American citizen. One is to kick him; n'ShtSanta Fe, N. M.
another is to give him a square den'. 1" "ctically disregard it and show no
It is not hereditary.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
evidence of interest in those things Dear Sir:
When Holmes named it the Great White Plague, the world could only Which are you for, Mr. Voter?
to
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to
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thank
for
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fight.
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position
dread it and pray. Now
scholars in our public schools.
Koch
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the splendid publicity given the recent
We may fight it as it comes from milk from tuberculous cows.
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The
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state fair through the columns of your
discoverea the tuberculin test which can tell almost unerringly whether
D
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cess
study
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he really had discovered
European Rate,
point of attendance and charup,
people can dance and enjoy other acter of exhibits to the efforts of our
community the cows are kept, their health, their probability of becoming
of
source
American Plan, $2.50 and up;
pleasures and It .does seem when an state press.
tubercular If they are not already. Milk is the most common
invitation is sent out by the school
tuberculosis infection, perhaps, and the first step in our study is a survey of
Again thanking you, I remain,
children asking attendance on a single
the milk supply.
Yours very respectfully,
But hogs, cats, hens, and many other animals, domestic and wild,
entertainment that our good people
D. K. B. SELLERS,
the
subject
have tuberculosis. We may study them also. The literature of
might give it the attention of at least j
President.
conIs immense and rich. And it is a literature with significance in local
a few hours, in the course of a whole
or
Rooms en
ditions.
year.
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Local and Long Distance Telephones in
It is not the intention of the ByThe dust of the streets carries tuberculosis germs. We may fight dutt.
Department or the Interior, U. S.
stander to scold on this matter be-- Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
The flies carry it. We may fight flies. Wherever there Is filth, or weakness,
cold
rooms. Hot
water,
cause it is no more my business than October 21, 1912.
or debilitation there is tuberculosis or the danger of it. We may fight filth,
26.
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"Willard,
electric
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio
disease and debilitation.
it is yours, and if our people do not
Cuttin," writes the Old Codger, "I care to show an Interest in the pub- - Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, on
The problem, therefore, is to cut down the number of tuberculosis genua
hev got tu this place en I hev bin a lie schools, why that is only their!
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
about us and to keep up the powers of resistance.
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high school auditorium was peculiar- cipal Meridian, has filed notice of inVon Ruck's serum Is claimed by some to be a cure. If it is not, the state ster ralerods. Fur he
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
ses, tu me, he ly delightful from one
standpoint. It tention to make final proof, to estabof the science still is hopeful. We shall get the cure some day. We should ses, it kin not
a bein a dividin
help
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
before us once more the lish claim to the land above described,
give our research workers aid and comfort on Tuberculosis day.
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and long months boosters.
Large Sample Rooms.
factory. It attacks the worker weakened by speeding-uTo those of us who have passed this the 9th day of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
without a holiday. It flourishes in the slum. It lives in poverty and dashes doc, fur he talks too much like thet mile stone on the road way of what
He
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out from the tenements and hovels of the poor to attack rich and poor feller Sellers ov Albukurk.
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Tuberculosis is, therefore, largely a disease of poverty and ignorance.
Mexico; J. ,1. Salazar, of Cuba, New
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views,
outlook,
Albukurk es a goin tu luk smal by
We may most sanely fight it by recognizing the facts:
'
'
First That ignorance is the fault of the community and a disgrace comparshun. But I got riled en I ses belief in the future and the brilliant
or wnat lies in tne beyond.
I air not a writin
I
nopes
ses
tu
I,
ses,
him,
wherever it exists.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
As one of the auditors last night,
Second
That poverty is a curable disease, and should be studied as nothin fur th papur. I air a huntin
Register.
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came
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a
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force
with
that
fur subskripshuns, en thet' a fac' by
such.
totouch one's heart; wrm, A. Allen, Chacon,
ways seems
Third That tuberculosis will be cured whenever poverty and ignorance heck."
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strings and I think everyone there writes: "My wife had a cough that
are cured.
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to
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felt
like
be
he
is
In
all
she
services
enhanced by
this great question
Local Interest
It is time, Mr. Citizen, that you got
doing
possibly nearly choked her to death, the worst
in the Presbyterian church tomorrow evening at 7:45.
into politics this trip because the could to give to these young people I ever saw. We tried everything we
-Dr. James A. Massle will speak on "Tuberculosis, Its Meaning and His- other fellow has been in it for some all of the pleasures, all of the sue-- (could think of but did her no good.
If
all
of
the
realization
of their By good luck I happened to get a bottime. But, of course,
his manage- cess,
tory."
Dr. Mera of Sunmount, will give his views on "Santa Fe and Tubercu- ment Buits you, vote for Taft and hopes that could poEsifcly be brought tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com-- I
MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPAN V
.
losis."
Jaffa. You're the judge, jury and the to them.
pound and it helped her at once. It
The interesting and important services should be largely attended by whole works if you want to be.
Later on in, life, after the age of is the best cough medicine I ever
our people.
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youth has passed, we most of, us pre-- heard of." For sale by all druggists.
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If we can fix the present tax system sent an
different
appearance
entirely
C.
Hon. Marcos
de Baca, the progressive candidate for congress, has bo that the business man with a busiNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
been received in his campaign with very great favor. His honesty of inten-- j ness worth $10,000 can return it for than those young people did last night
of the Interior, V. S.
Department
lookthreshold
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tion, and his intense loyalty to the cause he represents have been the $142 for assessment and the common standing upon
Office
Land
at
Santa Fe, New Mex.,
ing out. We most of us show a good
means of winning the respect of all those with whom he has been thrown
General Agents for
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Kennedy, New
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and how far behind our present progress we should be. He is the political
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to
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in
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the mountains
parent of Governor Hughes and Governor Folk and Governor Johnson and
drawn to these young peo-- vear Proof, to establish claim to the
Governor Wilson: not one of them would have been governor in our time or out on the plains on a horse. I'd help being
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out of his policies as president paved the way for movements of reform.
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lives. After they Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day
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As president he can do much for the nation's advancement.
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are through with the school work, it
0
zly bear; in fact I'd like to be active
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will be a continued contest, not per-The New York Sun says: "The progressives of California are anxious again, at most anything anywhere. I'd
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haps for a single and Individual prize Julian
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The United States government will next year open 130,000 acres of Indian I used to when an out door life I indeed well that this is so, for after
lands for settlement In Montana. This, of course, will bring new immigra- led. I'd like to eat frijoles with salt awhile the clouds will begin to gather,
of the Interior, TJ. &
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tion and new life to that state. New Mexico might be able to increase its horse on the side, I'd like "a hunk of storms will be prevalent and disap-- ! Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
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Over on Don Gaspar avenue, next or Receiver, U. s Land Office, Santa
Don't sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
H. E. Arcber, merchant of West-ove- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
Well, what do you think about it, after careful consideration?
you feel that you would like to have taxation a little better equalized? Don't with kidney trouble and rheumatism to the bridge where they have been Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day ol
Ala., states "My boy had a kept continually in our house. It la
November, 1912.
you think it is about time to retire the old guard? Don't you think New so bad I could hardly get up, and had filling in for the last few months,
severe
attack of acute bronchitis, so perfectly safe and effective," For sale
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St. Louts.
The Rev. llmrli I. Me proceeaea 10 Denver ana Here tne
If eating causes distress, we urge you
111,11
not
two
smaller
than six hole anil
otlu'r
range
pnest
iouus
youthful
of
the cathedral, was
Menamin, pastor
to try Thedford's
It in
good condition, Address "C" this
in raising the clergymen who had arrived the same
largely instrumental
year Father (',. Raber, now of t'olo- - cleanses the system, helps the stomach to oil ice.
funds for its. erection.
Springs, and Father Percy Phil- - digest its food, regulates the bowels, and
,.,!rado
Prmting a two column "snap shot bps. now chancellor of the
Denver Stimulates the liver.
SALESMEN
wanted for country
picture of Archbishop Pitaval upon djQCese
It acts gently and Is without bad aftertowns. $2.1 weekly salary and $j per
t lie
ins arrival in uenver j iiursuay
VMien ne stands before the great effects. Try it. Price 25c.
day allowed for expenses when travel- Denver Post says
new caineurai
me
auar
in
W estern Cider Co., St.
Sunday
.
.
iiig.
x
l om.auo
Iouis, .Mo.
;
uuu ,u u
,t
mornlng thp al.chUiaUop wil, recail Uomulo
J. Silva.
have many friends hero-- as
Juan
might, be vivld,y lbe Uav of his or(iimtion
Chavez,
,)V
KOIt SALE - Clean stock of merPrecinct No. !). Teodoro Garcia,
expected when a man has spent Bjs,
,n
him
Machpb(nlf, for
m
of
work
the
chandise in country, good location,
twenty years
steady
wi
stan aa ()m of thft offlcerB Qf Reyes Roybal, Fermin Gonzales.
te'
Precinct No. 10. Atilano Sanchez,;
good business. Good reason for
the mass the Rev. I. W. Servant, now
"It was the hearty voice of the0f Las Animas, who was ordained on ltalph Kirscll, F. A. Olmstead.
elling. Address Box 1, Lyden, N. M.
Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, archbishop that same day, long ago.
Precinct No. II. Juan Martinez, Pe-- '
WANTED
of the archdiocese of Santa Fe which
dro Martinez, J. D. Hart.
Traveling men who are
"About a year ago Archbishop
made his first visit to Rome and
comprises the states of Colorado, New
Precinct No. 12. Margarito Chavez, making small towns and cross road
stores to handle our new and
Mexico and Arizona
who arrived in was the recipient of signal honors at
Eulogio Sandoval, Eusebio Gonzales.
uenver tins morning to celebrate me, the hands of Pope pins X, who
pocket side line. Pays a comPrecinct No. 111. Luis A. Martinez,!
mission of $I.on per order. A winner.
mass at the new Cathedral sented him with a magnificent am- - Ceferino
Garcia.
Cumecindo
Lucero,
For full particulars
of the Immaculate Conception, Sun- ethist cross and rin :, the former
address, Kurd
Precinct No. 14. Nicacio Ortega,
Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, 111.
day.
with
studded
pearls and the latter Juan Naranjo, Eulogio Martinez.
"The archbishop need not have add-- ; with diamonds."
Precinct No. 13. Moises Pena, Jose
TYPEWRITERS
Ramon Quintana, Jose J Mario MaeB- - Cleaned
and repaired. New
aajusted
tnsthe subject matter in the oration.
(platens furnished. Ribbons and sup.
ico.
Precinct No. Hi. Epifanio Ateucio, piteSMiss Anna Dorman, who won the
Typewriters 6old, exchangeu
For Presidential Electors:
jan( rented. Standard makes handled.
honor, gave an oration full of well con- Levi A. Hughes, of Santa Fe, Xew Pedro Valdes, .Juan Ant. Valdes.
Precinct No. 17. .loso Ma. Garcia, All repair work and typewriters
structed sentences and replete with Mexico.
Kx- anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
Silva, Kustaqulo Padilla.
thoughts that indicated studious care.
Eufracio Gallegos, of Gallegos, New
The delivery of the oration was sol Mexico.
Precinct No. IS. Santana Herrera, change. Phone 231.
distinct that not a word was lost and
Matt Fowler, of Silver City, New Donaciano Garcia, C. O. Harrison.
ease of manner added to the pleasure; jlexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Precinct No. 19. Antonio Garcia y
she gave to her audience.
Felix Salinas, Agustin Mou- - Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Armijo,
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct.
Wallace Fiske was the last speaker
For Representative in the t!:!rd Con- - tc'a'
and the contest certainly lost nothing
Ma. Baca, 10, 1912.
20. Jesus
No.
Precinct
of
the
I'nited
States:
Notice is hereby given that Walter
of the high grade which it had attain- - gress
Anastacio Mora, con suinvan.
Harvey B. Fergusson, of Albuquered, by the young man's oration on
21. Ely Parker, Miguel Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
No.
Precinct
on October 25, 1909, made Homestead
China.
He gave an excellent oration que, New Mexico.
Pino, Reva Williams.
For Presidential Electors:
011996 for Lots 4, 5 and 6
both as to matter and delivery.
22. Pedro Nolasco RO' Entry No.
No.
Precinct
E. C. de Baca, of East Las Vegas,
of Section 0, Township 1G N., Range
The high school glee club added
Ortiz.
Julian
Donaciano
Ortiz,
mero,
10 E., and on March 2C, 1912, made
their share to the pleasures of the New Mexico.
Precinct No. 2u. Nicolas Jimenez, additional
I obrt Vitllov
T
'tAV
1J ......
homestead entry No. 016512
,f
ctl,a,i,
O.
evening and were forced to respond
I....,
4....
Julian Benavidez, Policiano Ortiz.
for Ixit 1 of Section 1, Township 16
to an encore.
,
Mexico.
Precinct No. 21. Guadalupe
N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Samuel D. Stennis, Jr., of Carlsbad,
President of the school board Jose
Estanislao Sandoval, Julian Gar has filed notice of intention to make
D. Sena presided in his usual pleasant! New Mexico,
cia.
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim
'PROGRESSIVE TICKET,
manner, and the evening was enjoy-The election is hereby ordered to (o the land above described, before
Conin
able all the way through.
the
For Representative
(j"rd
be held in the different precincts as Register or Receiver, TJ. S. Land Of
The schools of Santa Fe are of agreS8 0f the United States:
fice, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
high grade. This was evidenced byi Marcos C. de Baca, of Bernalillo, follows,
PLACE.
22d day of November, 1912.
last night's entertainment. The work New Mexico.
Precinct No. 1. District No. 1
Claimant names as witnesses: Crisof the young people was a credit to
For Presidential Electors:
School House.
tobal
Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
them and their instructors.
Elmer E. Studley, of Raton, New
District No.
Precinct No.
Gallegos, Eustaquls
Padilla, all of
be Mexico.
should
Every encouragement
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
School House.
given by our people to show that they
of
Roswell.
Frazier
Dora
Thomas,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Precinct No. 3. House of Victor
are ln sympainy wim ine upuunuiug New Mexico.
Road."
"Canon
Regi ter.
or our scnoois.
Garcia,
George W. Armijo, of Santa Fe, Ne.v
Precinct No. 4. Justice of the
His Grace, tlio Most lit v. .1. H. Pitu-ifval, archbishop of the archdiocese of
Santa Fe, comprising Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona, will bo the cen-tral figure at the pontifical IukIi mass
new half
to be celebrated in the
million
dollar cathedral which is
opened to Denver catholics tomorrow
The archbishop is lo be
morning.
the celebrant of the muss, an honor
tendered him because he labored as
a priest over twenty years in Colo- ratio ana aiso Because no is ine nign- lest church official in Hie archdiocese.
The dedicatory exercises proper will
conducted by Hia Kminenoe, .lames
Cardinal Farley of New York City,
assisted by Monsmtion Lave e and

d
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Black-Draug- ht

A Pure Cream of Tartar Powder

Black-Draug-

Dr. Wm. Sedgwick Saunders, Medical Officer of
Health of the City of London, Eng., was good
enough to say that a long and universal experience
has proved a cream of tartar powder the most efficient, safe and economical, making food which could
not be deleterious to the most delicate stomach.

:

j

do-:n- g

In England the sale of baking powder
containing alum is absolutely prohibited.

WHEN BUYING BAKING POWDER, READ THE LABEL.

eOLLIER BRINGS PARTY i
OF BRAZILIANS HERE
party of Brazilians now on a
transcontinental tour of this country
for the purpose of acquiring Information with a view of Increasing the
trade relations between Brazil and
the United States, will arrive In Santa
Fe at 11:30 o'clock tonight.
Such is the word received from Col.
David Charles Collier, president of the
San Diego exposition, who is entertaining the party and who met the
distinguished foreigners in New York
The

city.
So far, their trip from ocean to
ocean has been a most pleasant one.
At St. Louis they were met at the depot by a committee headed by former
Governor David R. Francis, president
of the St. Louis exposition, and ac-

further interest to
state that Count Mendes de Almeida
it. may

be of

and Dr. Dahne, together with Admiral

jose uarios uarvatno, were commis

sioners In charge of the Brazilian exhibit at the International Rubber Exposition held recently in New York.
Admiral Carvalho now is on his way
to Panama.
milCount Mendes de Almeida,
lionaire, lawyer, journalist and diplomat, receives his title of count from
the Pope for signal services rendered
the Catholic church. Archbishop Pitaval wired Colonel Collier his regret
not to be able to welcome
the
count as His Grace was called to Denver to the cathedral dedicatory exercises. The archbishop appointed two
Santa Feans to represent him, one of
whom is he Rt. Rev. Monsignor Antonio Fourchegu,. vicar general, and
the other a representative of the New

cording to telegraphic reports "were
entertained royally."
The Brazilians are spending all of
their time not given over to social
functions in studying comparative Mexican.
With Colonel Collier comes W. Jefconditions of the east and now are on
their way to the Pacific coast to ac ferson Davis, his private secretary,
with conditions and also special exposition commisquaint themselves
sioner. Mr. Datis accompanied Dr.
there.
Col. Collier spent several months E. L. Hewett to Guatemala last spring
last summer in Brazil in the interest and spent several days in Santa Fe on
of the San Diego exposition. While their return here.
there he was entertained lavishly by
Count Mendes de Almeida and other
THE CHURCHES
prominent Brazilians, and is now enreturn
to
their
hospitality.
deavoring
CATHEDRAL CHURCH.
The trip is not made by the Brazil
October 27, 1912, 22nd Sunday after
lans in any official capacity.
Pentecost.
The i following are the names
of
1st Mass at G:30 a. m. 2nd Mass at
those in the party and other informa- ,9:30, sermon in English. 3rd Mass
tion of interest:
at 10:30, sermon in Spanish. At 6:30
Count Candido Mendes de Almeida, o'clock p. m., October Devotions.
At G:30 p. m. October devotions.
LL.D., professor in the faculty of the
National Law School of Brazil; direc- CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH.
Rev. Leonidas Smith, Rector.
tor general of the National Commercial Museum and Academy of ComSunday, October 27th, (21st Sunday
merce, Rio de Janeiro; representative after Trinity).
of the Brazilian government;
the
8 a. m., Holy Communion and serfederation of chambers of commerce mon. Subject: "My Time is in Thine
of Brazil and the commercial bodies Hand." (This is the regular monthly
of Rio de Janeiro to the international memorial service. Offerings for Altar
Congress of Chambers of Commerce; Guild.)
9:45 a. m., Sunday school and Bible
president of the Brazilian delegation
to the International Rubber Exposi- class.
tion recently held in New York; edit11 a. m., Morning prayer,
or and owner of the Jornal de Brazil,
and sermon. (Evening prayer
Brazil's leading newspaper; editor and and lecture on Church History during
owner of the Revista de Samana, an Advent.)
illustrated weekly review; and gen
Tuesday, October 29th:
eral secretary of the permanent expo
Meeting of the Altar Guild of the
sition commission of Brazil.
Church of the Holy Faith at 2:30 p.
Countess Mendes de Almeida.
m., with Mrs. F. C. Wilson.
Candido Mendes de Almeida, Jr.,
Friday, November 1st, All Saiuts'
sporting editor of the Jornal de Braz'l. Day.
Dr. Eugenio D'ahne,
commissioner
10 a. m., Holy Communion and ser- general from Brazilian department ofjmon.
agriculture, industry and commerce
2:30 p. m., Meeting of the Women's
to the United States.
Guild with Mrs. W. S. Harroun.
Mrs. Eugenio Dahne.
5 p. m., Meeting of the vestry.
Dr. Jayme de Argollo Ferrer, spe--j
7:30 p m Meeting of the Boy
cial delegate from state of Bahia. Snonts at hnrt(Illartfrs
Brazil.
Saturday, November 2nd:
Dr. Mario Baptist a Nuae?, secre2:30 p. m., Meeting of the Junior
tary to Count Mendes de Almeida; Auxiliary at the rectory; the topic will
chief of a section of the National be "Switzerland."
Commercia Museum, and professor of
ORDER OF MUSIC SUNDAY.
cominer-'a- l
geography to the academy Processional "Through the Night
of ciinmeice of Rio de Janeiro.
of Doubt'
Bambridge
J

n

WOMAN'S TRIALS.

"O! Come, Let Us

Gloria Patri
Te Deum

Sing"..
Boyca
Boyce

Herman Kotzschman
Jubilato
Harvey B. Gaul
Introit "In the Hour of Trial"....
Lane
Gloria Tibi
Boyce
Offertory, Anthem "Lead,
Kindly
Light"
Dudley Buck
Recessional "There is a Blessed
Home"
Stainer
THE CHOIR,
Sopranos Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mrs. L.
C. Hall, Miss Jessie Carroll,
Miss
Lola Michaelson.
Altos Mrs. Grace Kirkpatrick, Miss
Edna Abraliamson.
Tenors Mr. T. A. Hayden, Mr. A.
S. Kirkpatrick.
Baritone Mr. R. L. Ormsbee.
Bass Mr. Llewellyn C. Hall.
Organist Miss E. Brown.
Dlrectoress Mrs. E. F. Coard.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN.
B. 55. McCollough,
Minister.
"Thou shalt not take the name of
the Lord thy God in vain for the Lord
will not hold him guiltless that taketh
His name in vain."
Sunday school 9:45 Fred McBride,
Morning worship 11
superintendent.
o'clock.
Theme: "Pleasant ways and
peaceful paths." Junior Endeavor 3
Senior Endeavor 6:45 o'clock.
p. m.
Evening services 7:45. Since this is
Sunday, the pastor
has invited two of the local physi
cians to speak at this hour. Dr. Mas-si- e
will speak on "Tuberculosis,
its
meaning and history," and Dr. Mera
will speak on "Tuberculosis in Santa
Fe." Both of these talks will be
practical ones for the laymen. Ev
eryone is cordially invited to come.
Special muBic for both services. Midweek prayers Wednesday 7:45 o'clock.
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace
whose mind is stayed on thee, for he
trusteth In thee."

Via MOBBILL.

Pierce Plmemt Pellets reialmte Brer Ulo,
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ELECTION

the'

Do-offl-

candi-mi8ue-

,

THE SENIORS ' That the object of the election plasters,
The right treatment is
is to be held on the 5th day of
IN CONTEST which
ney treatment and' a remarkably
ovemoer, a. u. u.., as uueau
ommended Uidney medicine is Doan's

Peace Office.
Precinct No. i. District No. 5
School House.
Precinct No. G House of Bonifacio
Narvaez.
Precinct No. 7 House of Rafael
Granito.
Precinct No. S. School House.
No. 9
Precinct No. , District
School House.
Precinct No. 10. Real Estate Of-- '
flee of Mr. H. C. Kinsell.
Precinct No. 11. District No. 11
School House.
Precinct No. 12. District No. 12
School House.
Precinct No. 13. W. M. Taber's
Store.
Precinct No. 1 1. School House.
Precinct No. 15. School House.
Precinct No. 16. School House.
Precinct No. 17. Fred Lopez's Hall.
Donaciano GarPrecinct No. IS.
cia's.
Precinct No. 19. Company's Store,
Precinct No. 20. School House.
House.
Precinct No. 21.
Precinct No. 22. School District No.
15.

Precinct No.
Precinct No.

Chairman.
Attest:

advantages
disadvantages,
and her delivery was as clear cut as

j

j

j

j

Educational
Association

ALBUQUERQUE,
Nov. 6, 7 and 8.

Reduced Fare,
ONE AND

j

n

-

.

ONE-FIFT-

FARE

for round trip from all points
in New Mexico and from Trinidad and El Paso.
Tickets on sale November 4
to 8 inclusive. Final Return
Limit, November 13.
ATTENDANCE MEANS
PLEASURE AND PROFIT

'

to-wi-t:

FOR PUBLICATION.

M.

Sept. 11, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Andres
Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., wko,
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead application 04786, No. 11988, for 9 J
N
NE
SE
Section 4,
Township 13 N Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the ' Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on No.
G.

1--

2

16, 1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andrea
Salvador
Garcia, Albino Gonzales,
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
who, on March 5, 1909, made Home-Schostead Application No.
for
S.
SW.
and Lot 3, Section 5,
Towii3hip 13 North, Range 9 East, New
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make
final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day of
December, 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
'Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Kennedy, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
ol

09058-10481-

2

4

j

3

j

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oct.

3

5, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Frutot-Gallegos, of Cerrillos, Ne- - Mexico,
who, on May 2i,

19i,

made.

Home-

,
for NE.
stead Entry No.
Section 22, Township 14 North,
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
to make
filed notice of intention
final proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Laud Office at
Santa Fe. N?w Mexico, on th-- j 5th
day of December, 1912.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
Kennedy New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
00557-14347-

j

Ex-Of-

M. A. ORTIZ. Clerk.

New Mexico

kidrec- -

The oratorical contest at the high
school auditorium last evening was
not attended as it should have been.
It was high grade and full of interest. It was a delight clear to the end
from the moment that Dorothy
stepped forward to open the
contest, looking so typically
(he
"sweet girl graduate."
The young
lady won the attention and admira
tion of her audience with the first
word littered, and held it as she told
in interesting description of today's
influence on tomorrow. Leila Laws
described in glowing word pictures

23. School House.
24. Guadalupe Mon-- 1

toya House.
The Board then adjourned until
o'clock the same day.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,

s.

claimed by the Governor of the:Kidney pils ganta Fe ,a nQ
e!cep
State, is to elect one Representative tion
lu congress ana tnree r residential
The proof lg at your very, door The
Electors ana to vote, aiso on a propos- - following is an experience typical of
ed amendment to the Constitution, as tv,e work of rjoan's Kidnev Pills In
provlded by Joint Resolution Num- Santa Fe.
ber 6, passed by the First State LegisThomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St., Sanlature and filed in the office of the ta Fe, New Mex., says: "My faith in
Secretary of State, as approved, on Doan's Kidney Pills is just as stro.ig
the 29th day of May, A. D. 1912.
today as when I publicly recommend-- ;
Also for, the purpose of voting on a ed them in 1902. I was caused much
proposed "State Highway Bond Issue suffering by backaches for three;
of $500,000," as provided by Chapter years and though I was never laid off
58- - of the Acts of the First State Leg-- i from work, my back was so painful'
Islative Assembly, approved June that it was all I could do to get around.
Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
10th, A. D. 1912.
The names of the candidates for me and I had no return attack of the
each of the said offices to be voted for trouble for six months. At that time
on the 5th day of November, A. D. my work brought on a recurrence of
1912, as the same are on file in the my trouble. I at once took Doan's
Kidney Pills and they gave me relief.
office of the County Clerk and
ficio Recorder of Santa Fe County, A medicine that lives up to the claims
de-- .
New Mexico, and the postoffice ad-- 1 for " like Dan" Kidney Pills do,
serves
endorsement.'
strongest
th,e
dress of each of said candidates is as
j?or saie Dy an dealers, rrice ou
follows,
Buffalo
Co.,
cents, Foster-MllburREPUBLICAN TICKET.
New York, sole agents for the United
For Representative in- the 63rd Con' States.
gress of the United States:
Remember the name Doan's and
Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, New Mex- take no other.
-

NOTICE

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

-

t:

er

Dr

-

e

The burdens a woman has to carry through life are many but they can be
A soothing and
lightened if she will turn to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
subduing nervous excitability, prostration, hysteria,
strengthening nervine
and the many symptoms which may be caused by distressing ills peculiar
" pains or distress and for the derangeto women. For those " dragging-dow- n
ments and irregularities the "Favorite Prescription" has had many thousands of
testimonials from people living in every part of America. Another important
thing to every woman is that this medicine is made from efficient medicinal roots,
without the use of alcohol, narcotics, or any injurious agents. Full list of ingrediand sworn to by Dr. R. V. Pierce who is President
ents given on
the wonders of our American scenery,
of the Invalids Hotel and surgical Institute, at Buffalo, leaving the impression that no travelN. Y. Every woman is invited to write to this Institute and er need go abroad to see nature's most
receive confidential and sound medical advice, entirely
wonderful productions.
without cost from one who makes the diseases of women
his specialty.
Dorothy Hayward certainly held the
"I' can cheerfuny recommend your remedies, especially many friends she had and won many
your Favorite Prescription,' for all female disorders," writes more by the original and witty deMrs. M. M. Moriikll. of Bluff City, Tenn., Route 3. "During;
Her
the past seven years 1 suffered from pains in the back ana fense of the "Deadly Female."
ovaries. Tried many remedies but found only transient delivery was fully in keeping with
relief nntil I was persuaded by a friend to try Dr. Pierce's the merit of the oration.
Favorite Prescription. After giving this remedy a fair triaL
I fonnd that it would do Just what it Is recommended to Gertrude Gormley gave a clear view
do. I nsed in all seven bottles. I cannot speak too highly of the New Mexico conditions, the
of Dr. Pierce's remedies for all female derangements.
and the
bottle-wrapp-

-

Mexico.
PROCLAMATION
SOCIALIST TICKET.
By the Board of County CommissionFor Representative in the C3rd Coners of Santa Fe County, New Mexico."
of the United States:
WHEREAS by Section 1, Chapter gress
Andrew
Eggum, of Roswell, New
105, Laws of 1909, it is made the duty
Mexico.
of the Boards of County CommissionFor Presidential Electors:
ers of each county in the State of New
Walter N. Cook, of Magdalena, New
Mexico, to proclaim the elections that
are to be held in the respective coun- - Mexico.
DeRoy Wei h, of Hutton, New Mex- ties for the purpose of voting for can-- j
ico.
offices
didates for the different
andj W. T. Holmes, of
iarmington, New
other matters, and to do so ten days
before the election by public Procla- - Mexico.
n motion of Commissioner Jiron
mation and by publication in each of
following persons were appointed
the two leading newspapers published
as J"de8 of Election for the election
in each county and
he held November 5th, 1912, and
WHEREAS, it is further made
of said Boards of County Com- - he flrst one named in each precinct
duty
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
rnissioners to give public notice of the Is nereby named to receive the ballot
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass object of the election, the officials tolboxes lrom the clerk-bJUDGES,
9:30 a. m. Sermon in Spanish and
voted for, questions to be voted on,
Sala-oEnglish.
the names of the candidates for each! Precinct No. 1. Encarnacion Val-fil- ef
ST. JOHN'S METHODIST.
the said offices, as the same are on ar y Trujillo, Antonio Romero y
The regular services both morning
in the office of the County Clerk des, Emiliano Roybal.
Precinct No. 2. Juan de Dios
and evening the pastor will occtinv and
Recorder and the post-- !
Santiago Martin, Timoteo
A cordial invitation
is
the pulpit.
address of each of said
extended to all to worship with us. dates and the place where the election; Griego.
Precinct No. 3. Ceferino Alarid,
J. M. Shimer, Pastor.
is to be held in each precinct in each
Manuel Baca y Campos, Juan Delgado.
RICE CHAPEL A. M. E. CHURCH.
and
county
Precinct No. 4. Manuel Ortiz y
During the rebuilding of our church
WHEREAS, it is required by bec-i,- ,
services will be held in the old Metho- tion 1, Chapter 10.., Laws of 1909, that Martinez, Julian Grace, Manuel Ortiz
dist church on lower San Francisco the said notice be inserted in daily y RnHri!1(:,
No. 5. Fabian Lopez,
PrecinctVV.
street.
six times prior to the day Mulnvirt Knmcrn XIaBirt 12'illmrnu
11 a. m. Worship with sermon.
'
"
when the election is to be held, but
Z
Precinct No. C.
12:30. Bible school.
Tomas Narviaz,
when there is no daily newspaper pubA.
J.
Erineo
7:45 p. m. Worship with sermon.
Carrillo.
Mares,
lished in such county, such notice may
Precinct No. 7. Cesario Martinez,
Subject: "Indecision."
be inserted in weekly newspapers, in
Rafael Granito, Manuel Lucero.
Thursday evening the Douglas Ly- two issues
thereof, prior to the date
ceum meets.
Precinct No. 8. Juan N. Sandoval,
to
is
be
when
the election
held; and,
Friday at 8 p. m. Prayer meeting.
THEREFORE, The Board of County
H. B. PERRY, Pastor.
IT'S A MISTAKE.
Commissioners of Santa Fe County.
Strangers are made welcome.
New Mexico, in session held at Santa
Many people in a misguided effort
Fe, on the 23rd day of October, A. D. to get rid of
kidney backache, rely on
1912, have ordered as follows,
liniments and other make-Shift-

Saf-for- d

es

I

Venito

convenient train service
in each direction.
Excellent hotels and board-

Very

ing houses In Albuquerque.
For exact fare from here apply to
H. S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.Al.

H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says: "For the past two years 1 suffered with kidney trouble, had severe
pains across my back and over my
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
kidney remedies, but got no relief until I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and well man." For sale by all drugi
gists,

SANTA FE NEn MEXICAN

PA6H EIGHT

ceived at Fischer Drug Co.
Vaudeville and pictures at the Elks'
tonight.
From 39 to 64 degrees
was the
range in temperature yesterday with
an average relative humidity of 5S
lias; Further down in tlis opinion Judge per cent.
Governor William McDonald
Those
$5.00
Irons at
electric
granted a pardon to Jimn Quintana of Abbott says: "I am further of theElectric Co. will sell for 4.50
(Bernalillo county,) and Elljo Carillo,, opinion that a woman can bs appoint- Sparks
to the office of librarian under sec- - while they last.
(of Dona Ana . county) who were serv-je. ....
.
, n . ..
I'
OA
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con,
f UtlViJ
.1...
lC.n
xfntd
)..
O
li
tllCT
1".
III
y Ul 111.Blttiv
Lill 11
lllK BUOil. Bt'Ilt.trllUt
11, muuic
tent.
.yfcich provides:
tentiary.
The snow on yonder peaks and these
"Women may hold thR ofllo? of no- IN U, S. COURT.
c;
II,'nls mdKes a lell0W lamK 01
and
other
such
appointive
In the 17. S. district cotut, the de tary public
DianKeis, anu wnen you uunK oianK- law."
as
'offices
be
by
may
provided
to
the
the
defendant
murrer filed by
Ills line includes
"As this clause stands it seems to ets, think Gerdes.
indictment was overruled by Judge
and
grade,
every
design
include all appointive offices which
Pope in the case of the U. S. of Ameri-i.eMaking Paper one of the best films
vs. Castillo Herrera, alias George may be provided by law. It is con- ever run at the Elks'. See it
tonight.
weans
tended
that
that
section
this
Valencia.
This Is the canned goods season
A decree of proconfesso was enter-- ! women may hold appointive offices if
and it will pay you to buy by the. dozed in the case of the Amazon Fire In-- ! it is provided by law that they may en. Winter
Grocery company have
meanhold
a
it
to
such
but
them,
give
surance company, successor to the
what you want and guarantee whatis
to
it
to
it
add
words
necessary
ing
Insurance
Fire
Southern
and
Western
"''
ever they sell you.
which are not here."
company, plaintiff, vs. the People's
used
to
Good
like
Mother
Brooms,
"I
Concluding his. opinion he says:
Water Co., (of Santa Rosa) defenduse at GOEBELS.
am
therefore
of
the
the
that
opinion
ant.
FOUND A Kodak up the canon,
respondent was eligible to hold the owner
IN DISTRICT COURT.
may have same by proving his
of
oflice
librarian under the territorial
Judge E. C. Abbott of the district
and paying for this adverownership
court handed down a decision which government, that she was expressly tisement, also tipping the honest wood
in
retained
office
of
the
by
provision
declares that a woman is not ineligi.' , ',
hauler.
ble on account of her sex to hold the the constitution, that she has not been
Pin-ToFresh
Chocolates,
today
oflice of librarian of New Mexico. The superseded by any officer as provided sold of course at Zook's pharmacy.
decision was in the case of the state by the constitution and that she is
county
Marriage Licenses The
of New Mexico, vs. Lola Chaves de eligible to hold the same under tfie clerk issued the following marriage
constitution
itself."
licenses: To Benino Martinez and
Armijo. This was an action brought
Summers Burkhart and Felix II. Miss
by the state to test the right of the reAugustina Chaves, both of San
spondent, Mrs. Armijo, to hold the of-- ! Lester represented the relator and Pedro; to Valentin Monloya and Miss
of!
flee of librarian of the state of New Renehan and Wright, attorneys
THE LATEST DRAPERIES AND
Mexico, which office she held under Santa Fe, represented the respond-CURTAINS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
the territorial form of government. It entDENIES WRIT.
If Hayward hasn't got it and can't
was claimed by the state that she was
Abbott
handed down an opin-jge- t
libra-- ,
Judge
of
to
hold
office
it, it is no use of trying. He is
the
ineligible
rian because she is a woman. The ion denying the writ of mandamus a real estate man. Just now he wants
)
judge says: "There is nothing in the thereby not compelling the corpora-- to buy and if YOU want to 'sell, get
statute providing for the appointment tion commission to issue a certificate together.
of a librarian that excludes women to the Standard Home company to doj Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent,
from holding that office." Ho adds: business as a foreign corporation in! The finest rooms in the city, having
"The common law has been by the New Mexico. The decision holds that electric light, steam heat and bath
centrally, lc
ctnnromo nniirt hfiM tn iin in force in the Standard Home company is, in ef-- . The European Hotel,
State Progressive Headquartthe territory of New Mexico and, un-- : feet, a foreign building and loan
der the common law, women were elation and it must comply with the ers in the hotel.
Don't miss the show at the Elks'
permitted to hold many public offi- - laws or me state regulating sucn associations.
tonight, it's good.
Do you believe that a suit can be
FILES BOND.
Acasio Gallegos, formerly assistant made that you will like to put oil your
superintendent of public instruction, back as well in the lalrge' ; eastern
has filed with the state secretary his sweat shops as here at'lioiiie where
bond as the new district clerk of Tor-- i you can actually see what is being
done. It stands to reason that it canranee county.
not fit as well. The Capital Tailor.
Just received a new ,Jtne-- of blaeii
and white local views
Fischer Drug Co.
At the White House will be held
SV. V X j x s the finest Bhowing of ladies gowns and
THE WEATHER.
suits that ever was attempted in this
Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 26. The
city. The creations are from the very
forecast is fair tonight with
latest fashion models and a special
in
warmer weather
southeast
invitation is hereby extended to the
portion.
Sunday generally fair.

OFFICII

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

Mr. Farmer

ladles of Santa Fe to call and look
over same.
If it's Real Estate Hayward has it.
Pathe Weekly at the Elks' Sunday
night.
LARGE SHIPMENTS OF LADIES,
MISSES AND CHILDRENS COATS,
ARRIVING
SUITS AND DRESSES
WHITE
DAY AT THE
EVERY

MEWS,

HOUSE.
Drowned

d

.

.

I

J

in California M. J. Cos-tillmanager for Corrick's livery, has
juet received a telegram from George
Donnard that Madril Cruz, of this
city has met death by drowning in
Cruz was formerly emCalifornia.
ployed by Mr. Corrick and was 27
He was a member of
years of age.
the- - New Mexico National Guard and
Is
said to have a wife and several
children living at las Vegas.
Just Arrived Pin Ton Chocolates
distinctive and deicious. Zook's Pharmacy.
.."The Rosary" Patrons of the Elks
Theater have a treat in store for them
next Thursday, October 31, when Gas-kiand MacVitty's new production,
"The Rosary," will be produced in this
citV I have always believed that a

-

f

HARVEST HANDS

YOUR

SATURDAY,

"--

,

WILL DO
MORE WORK

WITH

a

THEIR MOUTHS

And Consequently More Work In The Fields

If Fed On Our Quality Groceries

!

So Would Most Any One Else!

26, 1912.

dealing with the tremendous
power of our human thoughts was
Men
really needed upon the stage.
and women arise in the morning and
go about their work heedless of the
fact that it is their own attitude of
mind that brings them 'success or
failure. Thai is what is shown in
"The Rosary."
"The Rosary" proved
the sensation of last season in Chicago, where it had a three months'
play

run.

THE SELBY SHOES FOR LADIES. THE PACKARD SHOES FOR
MEN. THE EXCELSIOR SHOES FOR
BOYS.
THE WAND SHOES FOR
CHILDREN AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
The Weekly Events at the
Sunday night. Don't miss it.

Elks'
'.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR HUSTLER.

ll

"

OCTOBER

is-

X

FOR SALE. Only Drug Store
in Taos County. The Valley Bank, S
X
Taos, New Mexico.

x

n

Just ReceivedAnother Car of

"

Empress Flour"

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

FLOWERS

;

i

ThereJIs NofBetter Flour Made At Any Price

TRY IT NOW!

TriE CLARENDON GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.

j

Here

j

$1.50

Per Sack

$1.50

Phone 4

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

-

asso-lcote-

il

Is Where
The Draft

Enter?

S 2C

&BT

1

Ottt

df JEWELER

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

II

Ton Chocolates. Zbok sells them.

The celebrated Sehram jar, pints or
quarts can be had fit Winter's grocery
store. Also the cafes for same.

HOUSE.

THE WHITE

Heater

the top, drives
gases into the
fire where they are burned
up
prevents the escape of heat
doubles the heat-5n- g
j .the chimneyof the
fuel.
power
In other words, only half the
amount of fuel used iu ordinary
heatera Is necessary. The Wilson
is
making: perfect combustion possible and a fire can
be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Kot Blast Heaters for either wood or coal.

The air enters at

Another large assortment
latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
..
for Embroidery

Pin

The Sweetest Story Ever Told

Page 3.

CLOCKS

r i.

is about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." K
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."

on

MOT BLAST

Just Arrived !

TELEPHONING

IN

The New Mexrcan. if your business

AND
i

'

To-cla- y

E

WATCHES
t

post-card-

'AdV

HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

LOCAL ITEMS.

most perfect draft ever
discovered is the patent Hot
Blast Down Draft of the Wilson
Heater. The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

The

NEW GOODS ARRIVING DAILY
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
local
The classiest, most natural,
s
view
in the city just re-

the combustible

t,

'

MISS A. MUGLER

Santa Fe Hardware

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

post-card-

&

Supply Co.
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FINE CLOTHES
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